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Brod~ky, Randmere. 
head Conduct Board 
By Duncan McEachern 
Amy Brodsky and Erika Rand-
mere have been selected as the 
Student interns to t\.le revamped 
University Conduct. Board sys-
tem, previously the Judicial 
bo~rd, for the next academic 
year. 
· According to Assistant Dean 
of Students Cindy Garthwaite 
the two · Student interns will be 
selecting the personnel'that-will 
serve on the Conduct Boards in 
addition to scheduling and not-
ifying students of charges and 
hearings. 
. The interns will also advise 
students accµsed as to tht~ vi-
olations of the University'Rules 
of .Conduct, said Garthwaite. 
They will develop aoa imple-
ment programs to present in 
residence halls and/for student 
orginizations: she'added; · 
Another c;h'ange from the 
current ~ys'tem will be the 
existe,,nce of an optional preli-
minary meeting between the 
administrator bringing forth 
the charge and the accused · 
stu~ent, said Brodsky_, The meet-
ing will serve to inform the 
student of the charges brought 
ag_aihst ~im/her. An agr(ilement 
will hopefully be reached be-
tween the plaintiff and the 
accused and a decisions to the 
course of action that should be 
. taken, she said. . 
According to Brodsky if both 
par-ties agree to the decision 
then they will file a notice· with 
the C_onduct Office, the agree-
ment will ,be binding, and a 
formal hearing will not be 
scheduled. If an a-greement 
cannot be reached then a con-
, duct board hearing will be , 
scheduled. . ' 
Brodsky sees the existance of 
such a pr-eliminary meeting as 
a"good idea." ' ' 
"The Judicial System before 
was an implementation of rules 
by the University upon the 
student," said Brodsky. "Now 
student input will be considered 
before action is taken.'' · 
Brodsky said she sees "a large 
emphasis on learning and un-
derstanding on the part of t_he 
student. The meeting will serve 
ro educate the student's under-
. standing of the entire conduct 
process, instead ot imposing it 
upon him.'' · Gov. John Sununu and UNH presid~nt Gordon~Haal-and help dedicate the new health 
facility amid controversy. (Ellen Botshon photo) . -
Garthwaite said she sees it 
extremely important to have 
~~~:t1~~:f~~:~~~~~\::~; H.andicap· access addre.ssed 
"We are changing the' role of 
~~e!~°!e~~~~!!~h·:~~t,t:J!. at Health Service. s o'pe·'-, ning . 
dents about the Conduct sys -
tem," said Garthwaite. _ By Craig Heisner Haal_and to enter the building, buzzer, but it does not worlc, she 
"We will try and place an . The form.al opening of the maneuver through it's doors and said. 
emphasis on educating -the University's new Health Ser- hallways and use it's bathrooms .· Wells said; '. 'When th; facility 
·. student body about the rules of · vices Building was not without in a wheelchair. According to was built, they never budgeted 
the Conduct system, in the hope . controver_sy as the Health and · Monica Wells, Chair of the for electrical.doors qr eyes." 
_ ~f . making the ·_ syst,em !· .fun · .,Human Services Committee of Senate Health and Human Ser- She said the doors are too 
smoother," said Gat thwaite. , ... · t'h-e ~tudent Senate cm1t,ihue¢ vic~s Co,mmittee, this is an heavy for p~ople in wpc~l chairs 
· Garthwaite said' that the to address the problem of. han-. impossibk task. . and that they must wait · for 
Student interns will be closely dicapped access both 'in and Wells 1-ias been working to someone to let them in. 
involved with the Conduct Sys- around the new structure. improve the accessibility of tbe . Dr. Peter Patte'rson, Director 
tern act,i.p.g as the liason between · Some members of the Health · facility to handicapped students · of Health Services said the 
the students and the·school. and Human Services Council with the committee. and Senate. buzzer doesn't work, and that 
Brodsky and Randmere will . distributed flyers throughout She said the main problems Health Services is aware of the 
return to UNH two days early the ceremonies. Governor John with the building are th~ front problem. He said they have 
in the fall to work with the Sununu, President Gordon Haa- and emergency entrances. The known -of th~ problems since 
· Assistant Dean of Students \in land and Vice-President of front door is completely inac- moving into the facility in 
setting up the office systems and Student Affairs J. Gregg San- cessible, she said. The emergen- January. 
to prepare for· board member born spoke at the dedication. cy door at the rear of the ·- · 
and advisor ~raining. The f~yers challenged Gordon huilding was equipped with a OPENING, page 8 
Money raised for 
Nicaraguan hunger 
By Tim Thornton to replenish the foud lost due 
About 25 people'participated to wartime incidents such as 
in a seven day fast which helped c.rop burning and cattle shoot-
raise more than $200 .to combat ing . 
. Nicaraguan hunger last week, Reed, who helped by fasting . 
according to event coordinator for four days, said the decision 
Flo Reed. , , to hold this type. of event was 
· Although only 'a few of the based on several reasons. 
25 participants fasted for the '.'It's "been effective in the 
entire week, ~ponsors from the past," she said, in reference to 
Prqgressive Student Network similar efforts at UNH to help 
·and the Committe on Central ~icaragua in each of the past 
A.m.eri~a viewed the program · two years. _ , -
as a success, Reed said. . · . "It's a type of solidarity thing 
"We raised 'money and we with the people in Nicaragua,''. 
raised awareness," Reed said. Reed said. Protesters at UNH 
Organizershadsetnogoal,Reed· don't eat because those in Ni-
explained, but $200 "goes along caragua can't eat--but it's not 
, way in Nicaragua," sh~ added: . the same, according to Reed. 
,Flo Reed, fasting to end Nicaraguan hunger. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
"Their economy is really bad The student protesters can 
because ,of the war our country · simply-break their fast any time 
is fighting against them," Reed they choose, but Nicaraguans 
The Smith Hall International Fiesta happened 
o~ Friday. Miss it? See page 3. 
In this dismal spring weather, frustrated beach . 
bums . ~hould see page 2 for"tanning tips. 
said. ·· - cannot, she explained. "It's 
. The donations that were·. different," Reed sai'd. "They 
. collected ~ill go to Rick Kone, don't have that option." . 
. a UniversityofNew\Hampshire Even though the event went 
graduate volunteering in Ni- over well, Reed said the pro-
caragua and helping establish gram will change. _ . 
soybean crops and dairy farms: 
Reed said the money wil! be used . HlJNGER, page 8 
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Can tan can't compare to fun in,the sun 
By Robin Sant~ The salon was bustling with 
The calendar told me· it -was brown bodies, but rio one was 
spring, but the wind arid rain darker than the owner. His 
disagreed, so I came to class fully . copper color assault.ed ·me as 
equipped with umbrella, jacket . soon-as I walked in the door. He 
and scarf. As I carefully un- offered me a package de.;1.l wl;i.ich 
wrapped myself, several sun- entitled me to niQ.e tan~ for.$29, 
bronzed and sun-freckled faces/ but I refused. I was checking out 
entered the room. _ the territory, not accepting: it. ' 
Compared-to these students, Kim Haines, who was tan-
I ·appeared ghostly, a sad re- . ning at the same·time I was, has 
minder of the era when the not only accepted indoor tan-
weather determined your dis- ning, she has made it a way of 
play of melanin. life. Haines tans about 20 times 
Despite the weekend's -balmy a month and she has been 
climate, eight women and two tanning fo~ four years. She 
men out of a class of thirty had cannot remember any time 
a tan that could have originated during those _year.s when she 
in Mexico;. in sand of humid displayed her winter skin-tone. 
beaches,' frisbees, and pina "It ii:nproves my self image," 
<:oladas. · says. this peachy complexioned 
They had all been in class on woman. "I feel healthier and 
Friday, and a weekend trip to I have to wear less make-up." 
another time zone seemed un- Real diehards -like Haines 
likely. I knew they:had paid their describe themselves as "tana-
weekly visits to the tanning holies." But tanaholics do not 
salon. , make up the bulk of UNH 
· Indoor tanning salons are tanners. Most of them are doing 
springing up all over New it because they are going on 
England, .and a growing number vacation or because they w3:nt 
of healt-h spas are offering to keep up the tan they got on 
tanning 61cilities. Durham alone Spr:ing Break. 
Peter Clin~ practices his tanning technique.(Eric Stites photo.) __ 
has four separate locadp-ns I was conducted "into one of 
w:liefeUNH students and com- the four "sun capsules" around 
munity members can maintain the periphery of the room. It 
a year-long tan.-These facilities was not as I had imagined it. 
are always busy, and before There was no beach blanket, no branch of The American Cancer · that. At the same time I knew 
spring break they are booked ocean, and no cool drink with Society, the rate of skin cancer that the concentration of the 
solid with studehts preparing an umbrella in it. There wasntt is determined by the length and dangerous ultrac.violet. rays in 
for tropical vacations. everr the annoyance of sand. intensity of sun ray exposure. these capsules is controlled and 
That same day, armed with Thete were only four six-foot "There is a high incident rate that I 'would be in the booth for 
alter my skin tone. No·t being 
able..._ to see or feel it happen 
made me shiver- -it reminded 
me of nuclear radiation or 
a bathing suit and a hair dip, flourescent 'UVA' sun lamps in California and Florida," says· a limited time. 
I joined th~ ranks of my class- and a dressing chamber. . Murphy. "And also among con- Nonetheless, the lamps still 
chemotherapy. · 
I stood there for a full five 
minutes invisioning tiny waves 
entering . my skin. My body 
swayed with the music because 
mates and rushed to a tan't:1.ing The American Cancer Society struction or migrant workers." appeared an ominous concen-
salon. I was a bit dismayed that does not recommend the ust of While standing in front of the tration of the powers of Mother 
I had been unable to find last tanning facilities because any- lamps I realized that I could · Nature and I was frightened. 
1 summer's suntan lotion among exposure to sun rays can lead _provide myself with prolonged _ Those ultra-violet rays, which 
my boxes of shorts and t-shirts, to skin cancer. It. also leads to ·sun exposure even though I am the pa.rpph~et a·ssured me were 
but I was not discouraged. 'Tm pte,matur~ agit1.g and. skin-· not a constructiQn worker and of type ,t .:-(UVA) and the mild-
o·n my way t'o summer;" · I . cracking a·nd drying. According I live in New England. Visiting est ray.s of the sun, would 
thought. ' 1 to Margaret Murphey of theNH __ a tann~-~g-- ~a~~Jity would-see to ~nvisib'!,Y -~nter my pores and 
I had nothing else to do as I 
stood there with my fists 
clenched. I was wearing pr:otec-
tiv~ g-~asses which Jit directly _ 
·.' ·, .CAN TAN, page'12 
1 NEWS IN . BRIEF 
Rhode Island students 
think rape .is OK 
- . A quarter of Rhode Island schoolboys surveyed 
abo~t rape said they believed a man has the right 
to have intercourse w_i:th a woman without her " 
consent if he's spent money on her. The survey 
of 1,700 students in grades 6 through 9 was conducted 
last year for the Rhode Island Rape Crisis Center 
and re.ported-in The Providence Sunday Journal. 
It also found that 65 percent of the boys and 47 
percent of the girls surveyed also said it was OK 
for a man to force sex on a woman if they have been 
dating for at least six months. And half those 
surveyed said a woman who dresses seductively 
and walks alone at night is essentially asking to 
be raped. 
U:S . seeks to sell more 
weapons overseas 
The White House has informed Congress it is 
seeking to increase arms sales. _The proposed , 
substantial increase would amourit to an estimated 
$15. billion worth of weapons. The recommended 
plan would call for a $3.3 billion increase in arms 
sale~ over. last year. . · . 
The State Department said 33 countries a·re 
targeted for sales; among those. countries Israel, 
South_ Korea, and Eygpt are expected to receive ·. 
·$3.6 billion, $3.3 billion, and $2.7 billion respectively. 
. The· Reagan .administration also sho'wed its 
· concern for the hostile situatiori in the Persian · 
Gulfby requesting a~vanced sales of arms for the .. 
PersiaQ Gulf nations of Saudi Arabia, Kuwa'it, · 
Bahrain, and the United Arab Emirates to abate 
Iranian hostilities. · - · 
Three British ·soldiers 
·killed by IRA 
Three off-duty British soldie;s in the NetherlaQds 
were killed and three se_riously wounded Sunday 
- in seperate atta.cks claimed by the frish Republican 
Army, which w~rned Britain there was "rio -haven" 
for its troops until it withdraws from Northern 
Ireland. · · 
Three members of the Royal Air Force Regiment, 
· which guards airbases and other installations, were 
attacked with machine-gun fire about 1 a.m .. as they 
-sat in their car,rin the border city of Roermond, 
about 170 miles southeast of The Hague, one was 
killed and others seriously wounded, · police said. . 
· Thirty .minutes later, two other British soldiers 
were killed and another wounded when a· bomb 
blew apart their car in the .village of Nieuw Bergen, 
25 miles north of Roermond and a few miles from 
the West German frontier. 
Mac attack in Moscow -
Soviets will g~t a chance to munch "Bolshoi M_acs" · 
· when the first of about 20 McDonald's restaurants 
in Moscow opens next year, officials from the city 
and the hamburger giant announced yestarday. 
"I think that the McDonald's in Moscow will 
be the highest vol~me McDonald's in the world," 
said George 4. ·Coho_n, pre,sident of McDonald's 
Restaurants . _of ,Ca,nada .Ltd., · a subsidiary of 
McDonald's (;orp. of Oak. Brook, Ill. 
, Cohan and Vladimir I. Malishkov, chief of the 
food servjc~ -admini~rati-on of the Moscow- city 
· council, signed a joint venture agreement yestarday 
at' Moscow's dty ~all at a ceremony -~ttended by 
reporters. . . . 
· · T~e agr:eement, ·which gives McDonald's of 
. Canada a '49 percent sh~r~ in the Soviet-controlled 
firin, is the latest Soviet joint venture with a foreign · 
co~pany. 
' ' 
_Last year, the Soviet government modified its 
legislation on foreign·business activity in an attempt 
to woo foreign capital, te-c:hnology and expertise, 
The reform is part of changes enacted under Soviet 
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev designed to increase 
the quality and quantity of consumer goods. 
Malishkov and Moscow Deputy Mayor Valery 
A. Zhatov said the Soviet · hope to draw upon 
expertise of the fast-food chain to improve service 
in their country's food industry. 
The first Soviet McDonald's, a 650-seat location 
on Gorky street in the center of Moscow, is expected 
to open in tlte secon~ half of 1989. But Cohan aild 
city officials tef~sed to _say exactly where the site 
is. 
At that restaurant, Soviets will be able to buy 
a Big Mac, the chain'.s trademark hamburger 
sandwich, for 2 rubles, or about $3. · 
Dissension in.-Poland 
· Police 'clashed with demonstrators Sunday in 
at least . 15 cities as thousands of people heeded 
a call for a national "day of protest." . · . 
Authorities detained at least 200 pers·ons 
nationwide, according to Zbigniew Romaszewski, 
· a spokesman for Solidarity, the outlawed union 
that called for the May Day demonstrations. The 
protests ended. a week ·_during which Poland 
- experienced widespread s,trikes and its . worst labor 
unrest since the government suspended Solidarity 
· in D~cember 1981 and later declared it an illegal 
orgariization. . . 
There were _scattered_ reports of injurje~ but figures 
were not available. 
';-_ A government spokesmat1, J<:rzy Urban: said th~t 
. 90 persons had been detained and that at least 12,000 
people took ·part in illegal demonstrations nation:- _ 
wide. Reports ·from witnes~es an.d spokesmen for 
the opposition put the nulll.l;,er · taking part in . the 
. protests at more than 30,000. · · " · · 
I - , 
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The International Fiesta was a big hit at Smith Hall. (Pete Tamposi photo) 
Smith International Fiesta 
~ -
. Refreshments, entertainment 
By Kathleen Ri~~ 
The T-shirts· sold at Smith 
Hall's Fifth annual Internation-
. al Fiesta sµmmarized the event. 
"Our business is pleasure" was 
the message and the attitude at 
the day long event Friday. 
For starters, there was the 
weather. On Thursday, it rained 
~11 day, and Friday morning 
looked like an equally gloomy 
day. · As luck would have it, and 
appropriately, while the band 
"Sundog" was performing, the 
clouds broke and allowed the 
sun to shine on the festivities. 
A cool breeze carried the 
aromas from the food booths 
around · the grounds in front of 
· Smith Hall. And oh, what food! 
· The Italian Club sold cookies, 
and grape juice. Their biggest 
selle.r, eggpla~t parmesan was 
-gone after the first 1/2 hour. 
There was Pisang Goreng from . 
Indonesia, and traditional Chi-
nese food including fried bana-
nas. From Germany there were 
assorted cookies like Nurn-
berger Bused and Spritzgeback. 
The International Friendship 
Club offered Driedel Lemmon 
, and Bahaav Rum cookies. There 
-was coffee and juice too. But the 
biggest ;mraction was the table 
with the Chine·se egg rolls, made 
, fresh on the premises. For the 
less · daring, the Hotel Sales and 
Marketing table sold bags of 
buttered popcorn. . 
A new instalb.tion at the 
fiesta this year was a t.ent 
housing a European Cafe. The 
desserts included English Truf-
The fiesta lasted from 11 :00 
to 5 :00, with live entertainment 
all afternoon. "Sundog," played 
. Carribean, African and rock 
music. 
U oder the European Cafe 
tent, The New Hampshire Gen-
tlemen performed "Little Douce 
Coup," "Elements," "You Are 
My Only One," and their stand-
ard serenade "Its You." 
international theme of the day, 
a five piece South American 
style band, "Yes Brazil," .enter-
tained the flock of students 
milling about the Fiesta. 
Three tap daC1cers from the 
UNH Dance Theater Company 
performed their "So Good" 
number from last month's 
Dance Company recital. Tim 
Dodge played a blues piano. A 
parade of young children fol-
lowed. A kilted bag pipe player 
performed. · · ' 
_. The New Hampshire Nota-
bles followed, singing "Califor-
nia Dreamin' ," "Going to the 
Chapel," and "Breakin' up is 
Hard to Do." To continue the_ SMITH
, page 
fles German Apple Tarts, Nor- Bl · · T · D d · kl h · · - h 
weigan Cream Puffs a~d Rus- ues p~anist . im o ge tic . es t e ivories at t e 
sian Tea Cakes. - . - International Fiesta. (Sharon Donovan photo) 
Greek Week underway· 
By Chris Pollet and the desire of the Greek Each nouse will also be do-
. The Greek system is sponsor- system to involve the entire nating $100 to the Cystic .Fibro- · 
ing "Greek Week," in an at- • campus, not just Greeks. sis Foundation. Donations will 
tempt to unify the system and Getman pointed to the a~- total $2100. The money will be 
create a b~tter public image, _ ministration's participation in presented on Friday night,at the 
according to Acacia President the events . as to ~dding in the Greek awards ceremony .. · _ · · . 
and originator of the event Peter relationship between the ·Greek The award ceremony will 
G:etman. system and the administration. recognize various superlatives 
The weekis a series of events · "The administration will be within the Gre.ek system, such· 
. including a volleyball tourna- .· judges at the Wacky Olympics," as best pledge class and out- . 
ment at SAE, fan support at the · said Getman. . ' standing house on campus. 
: UNH-Harvard lacrosse-game The Wacky _ Olympics will "'Participation is key," :sai~ 
on Wednesday (1 p.fi,1.), a.Greek represent a food drive for local Getman. "We've been getti!)g · 
· skits night in the Granite State charities. · a ·good turnout at ~rganization~l 
Room on Thurs~ay (8 p.m.), "Each particip~nt will have , meetings and it should carry 
Wacky Olympics, and an awards to dopate a .can of food to enter .. over." : . -
night on Friday at Tin Palace. each .event," said Getman. ·"We Dan Fasciano, the president ' 
"I think the Greek system will be giving the canned goods of the Inter-Fraternity Council, 
heeds some sort of unification," to St. Thomas Moore Parish to said that the week is a positive 
said Getman. "l-fopefully, this distribute." step for the fraternity system. 
will make the Greek system a , , "There are 'enough events for · 'Tm optimistic for the ·week 
more productive uni~." - . everyl:>ody to particifate i!_l, and · but it has been difficul~ in _the 
Getman· stressed .the non- it could raise a lot o food," said past to get students in general 
alcoholtc_natlire of the wee~,_ Getman. motivated," said Fasciano. 
·Race · remembets 
Alpha Chi sister.· 
By Mary Tamer 
, The sorority Alpha Chi Ome-
ga s ponsor~d a 5 kilometer road 
-r'ace early Su~day morning in 
memory of 19~1 University of 
New Hampshire ·graduate Lon-
ni Stern, 'a sister of the same 
sorority who d1ed iast Sep-
tember after a six year fight with 
cancer. 
The funds raised through the 
43' entrants, approximately 
$300, will go to the Dr. Isaac 
Djessari Caticer Research Fund 
in Stern's...name,aecording to 
Panhellenic President and Al-
pha Chi Omega sist~r Christina 
Braman. 
"She:! was an active runner, 
. therefore the sisters at Alpha 
Chi Omega felt it best to re-
member her through a road-
race," Braman said. 
Braman, along with Cathy 
Vickery, both altruistic chair-
persons of the sorority, have 
been planning the event for the 
past three monthes. Braman . 
said they received a good deal 
of positive feedba,ck from alum-
nae who were in Stern's class, 
with a total of six 1981 graduates 
running. Other alumnae unable 
to attend sent letters and do-
nations. · 
Vickery, a senior, placed fir$t 
for women· in the raee·, with 
senior Terry Halpin placing 
, first for men. Both received 
trophies, along with fraternity 
Sigma Nu, which had the grea-
test number of participants 
from a single organization other 
than Alpha Chi Omeg~. 
The race, which will now be 
an annual event on the first 
Sunday 10 May, was attended 
by Stem's parents and brother, 
with her brother running the 
3.1 miles. 
A good friend and fellow 1981 
graduate of Stern's, Susan Di-
Fabio Hannon, flew from San 
Antonio, Texas, to participate 
in the- event and was the first 
the alumnae to cross the 
~h line: Hannon, who used 
t? ru~ with Ste~n when they 
lived at~he sorority, was happy 
with ho smoothly things went 
with the ra and plans to' return 
for it next year. · 
"I usually come to visit twice 
a year, now I'll make it a point 
to come every May. I'm pleased 
to know she'll be remembered 
forever/' she said. 
. UNH Senior joins 
US Peace Corps 
· By Tim Scott · · 
Sharon Woodworth,-a gra- After three months of intensive 
duating psychology major, will language study, she will begin 
travel to Thailand as a Peace to teach English to the local 
Corp vo.lumeer this summer . . school chilc:Jren, at\d help tbem 
§he wilrJeave the cmi_mry for develop v~nious agriqdtural 
two-years to teach English and projects, she said. ,, 
. develop agricultural projects. Why would someone spend 
Woodworth first learned two years of their life in an area 
about opportunities with the that may or may not have 
Peace Corps whil~_ still in ·high electricity and running water? 
school. One of her teachers was According to Woodworth~ there 
very involved with the volunteer are many reasons. 
organization, then, and as a "I want to get out on my 
result she began to develop a own," sl;ie said, ''.to break away 
positive attitude towards the from ·the standard American 
gr9up. fare, and experience new cul- , 
"Since then," says Wood- tures." 
worth, ''I've always thought Woodworth also .hopes 1:0 
about joining the Peace Corps, draw from her background in 
but it wasn't until recently that psychology while doing her 
I became serious about it." work. 
When Woodworth applied She said, "I think my degree 
to the Peace Corps last fall, she will help me better deal with. 
checked off ''no preference" to the people by allowing me -to · 
the question that asked where urider-stand their unique cus-
~ she wanted to work. For this toms." 
reason she had prepared herself Although members of the 
for the shock of being sent Peace Corps are volunteers and, 
virtually anywhere in the world. therefore earn no salary, they 
When she found out she was do receive many benefits. In 
going to Thailand, the news was addition to a monthly stipend 
an enjoyable surprise. that covers their living ex.-
Said Woodworth, "I was ex- penses, all transportation and 
cited when I found out they were medical fees . are paid for . by the . 
sending me to Thailand, it's one government. At the end of their 
· of the safer places to go to these two-year stay, Peace Corps 
days." . workers _also receive a $4200 
Since established in the early bonus, said Woo~worth. . . 
six~ies· by President Kennedy, . Woodworth 9-uot_ecl mouva-; 
the Peace Corps has been send- uon .~nd d«:t~rmu~at10n as com-
ing volunteers to developing moo qualmes · among ;E>eace 
countrie·s around the globe. Corps volunteers. As a result,. 
Although most members are she ~aid many job op)?Ortunities; 
sent. to Africa, many volunteers awa!t those :who have completed 
ai::e al~o placed .in nations of their _foreign stays . and are, 
Central arid . South · America return10g home . 
. ,A.sja, and the Caribbean. ' After her two years ~n Thai-: 
According to Woodworth land, Woodworth · hopes to 
members of the ,Peace Corps co_mbine h_er ~ork-experience, 
h_elp better .the quality of life .with 1:hai children and her 
in, these areas by working to- . ~egree 10 psychology by attend-
gether with the local population. mg gradu_at': sc~ool, ~here she 
She is being sent to an un- may specialize 10 Child Devel-
developed Thai community of 
.nearly three thousand people. 
PEACE, page 13 
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· Do you think, studeltts should be able to chose, or have a say in the, 
choice of, their graduation speaker? What do you think of this year's 
·choice J (Marcy Carsey)?· 
(The New Hampshire apologizes 
for the absence of this photo. The 
camera experience4 a malfunc-
tion.) 
"Yab, I think the senior 
e_otly should vote on a 
selection of speakers. I bad 
no idea who the choice was 
for this y~ar." 
. Charlie Goodspeed 
Sopbomor~ . 
Mechanical Engineering 
- -.,,, . 
'' I think_ that they should 
be able to choose their own 
speaker hecau_se it's their 
day and they want some-
one that's going to leave 
an impression on them . 
Personally, I don't see the 





When you first arrived at UNH as · a Freshman, wouldn't 
it have . made a difference to ,you if someone knew that you 
were coming? If you had someone on campus that could 
show you around, fill you in on the hot spots, get you familiar ' 
. with the University, wouldn't that _have made you feel more 
comfortable about coming here? If you remember your . 
first days on campus and wish you_ had someone for you, 
wl-w not be that someone for a new freshman? 
F reshstart is a program started by the Student Senate 
that will let yQu dO:just that. Fre$hStart will match· 
all -incoming Freshmen-whh an upperclassman vo .. 
lunteer, so that freshmen have someone here fo·r them. 
It is __ purely voluntary- y~u spend as much · time as. you 
can, and at the same time make a freshman feel se~ure 
on campus. 
All you need to _ do to get involved is sign up with your R-A, any Senator 
or send your nam~ and 'permanent address to the Student Senate 
, office, Room 130 in the MUB. We need your support to rriake FreshStart 
a success! · · 
Kimberly Varney · 
Alyson Rando · 
FreshStait Coordina~ors 
" Yes, of course tbey should 
_ have a choice in a gradua- , 
tion speaker. It's all a 
public image ga111e for the 
administration in the cho-
ice of speakers. It's prob-
ably doubtful she'll have 
anything meaningful to 
_say to ~he graduating 
class." Jim Vallee 
Junior 
Math. Economics ~ 
HEYYO,U 







" Yes, they. should_ have a 
c~oice because the gradua- · 
tion is theirs. But since -it's 
such a big school, it would 
he bard for everyone to-
tJ,gree on someone. It seems 
like _they just picked beti . 
because she's somebody 
important." Mary Huff 
· : Sophomore 
Nursin 
' . 
• ' ·, • • • ,< ~ •• ' • ' • • • 
. . 
_ .-DIRECTOR ' 0 d~ - - , - d·'6c:, 
. ·, . soun . -~ , -
CE M·ANAGER?. 
_. . . re due thi-s FRIDAY ;_ 
the 6t . . 
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Oc A psychic Summer session 
)' 
By David Stone · p h y s i c a 1 p i i n c i p 1 e s - -
· Do you believe in ghosts? explanations of phenomena." 
How abqut .the Bermuda Tri- · He said he feels it is not his 
· . angle or ' the Loch Ness Mons- job "to change beliefs in the 
ter? paranormal, but to show evi-
Perhaps you think phenome- dence of both sides." 
na like pyramid power, psychic Acco.rding t9 Benassi the 
healing and astrology are a course description will, "focus 
bunch of hocus-pocus. on the factors that are associated 
Okay, but why do people with belief in these phenomena, 
believe in such things? . and not on whether any of these 
Such beliefs will be the subject _ phenomena have a, paranormal · 
of the new and unusual four- basis." . 
credit course, "Belief in Alleged In addition, Benassi has found 
· Paranormal ·Phenomena," it "necess.ary and desirable to 
which will be offei;ed by the provide some coverage of the 
Psychology Department this validity issue." 
summer at UNH. ► Benassi currently studies per-
Associate Professor Victor ceived control. ,-ie came to study 
Benassi has researched belief paranormal beliefs as a logical 
in the paranormal for the past step from his earlier studies of 
· 10 years .. He said that this course simple supetstitions and "why--
has nev:er been offered at UNH, _people believe in what they do." 
but he has taught it at California · Although he said he is "very 
State-Long Beach, where it was skeptical person", Benassi wants 
popular and had· a waiting list. students to make up their own 
"It is an exciting cours~, with minds about such phenomena. 
a lot of demonstrations and case He said he has . found "as 
studies," he said. · students go through the course . 
Benassi said he will "attempt they become more critical and 
to provide 'normal'--bas~d on don't accept the paranormal at 
face value:"· 
Carol Mears, a senior psychol-
ogy major," said this course is 
really different from what the 
Psychology Department offers 
normally. , . 
Mears is enrolled in the 
c;ourse to satisfy a major require-
ment. She is interested in• get-
ting a broader view of paran-
ormal beliefs "from a logical 
standpoint and ·not the way the 
media offers it--from a mystical, 
sensationalist viewpoint._" 
Dawn Oscroft, a jµnior eng_-
lish major, said she wanted to 
take the course after hearing 
about it from Mears, but has 
been unable to fit it into her 
schedule. 
"It is refreshing to · see a · 
course like that in the time and 
room schedule," 0scroft said. 
Oscroft said she feels the 
University should offer more 
courses like Benassi's "that 
make you question and, make you 
look at both sides.'.' . 
The course begins May 23 and 
meets for 6 weeks. Psychology 
401 is a pre-requisite. 
-'t 
Do supernatural monsters.like this -exist? A new summer course at UNH cou,ld help you decide. 
(Image by Bob Durling) 
.CALENDAR 
. - -----· - -- ___. , 
TUESDAY, MAY 3 
, . . 
LAST DAY an ·•announced oral or written exam may be given 
before final exam period, . _ 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Modern Art," Margo 
O. Clark, Arts. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.in. to 12:30 ~m . , 
STUDENT -RECITAL #7 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
.1 p.m. 
" - "- l , .-
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN CANDIDATE _:_ ,Frederick 
C. Lynden, qndidate for position of University- Librarian 
will meet with UNH faculty and graduate students. Forum 
Room, Library, 1 p.m. · . . 
f ·- . 
1 
HUMAN RIGHTS LECTURE ---' Joseph Gerson, Senior 
Pr~gram Secretary for America[! Friend_ s Servi<:e C!)m~ittee 
of New England and an authority on U.S. Policy rn Middle 
East will s_eea]q1bout human riglits and violations in Israel. 
Room 128, Hamiiton· Smith, 7 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 
MEN'S LACROSSE ~ vs. Harvard, 3 p.m. 
PANEL DISCUSSION - "Status of Women at UNH." Open 
forum on socio-economic status of women at UNH highHglited 
with presentations by Jane Fithian (Staff), Jan~Harrow 
(admmistration), Leaf "Seligman (faculty) Monica Wells 
(student). Comment/discuss10n to follow. Carroll/Belknap 
Room, MUB 7 p.m. · 
UNH WIND SYMPHONY - Stanely D. Hettinger, 
conducting. Johnson Theater; Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MAY 5 
LUNCH ,_BOX VIDEOS - Working In The Theater -
American Theater Wing Seminar, "Worki_!l_g in The Theater: 
The Production - 'Big River'." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
12:30 p.m. · · 
BASEB~LL - vs. Providence -2, 1 p.m. 
STUDENT RECITAL #8 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
·1p.m. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN CANDIDATE - Ruth M. Katz, 
a candidate for position of University Librarian, will meet 
with UNH faculty and graduate students at 1 p.m., Forum 
Room, Library. . 
EAR TH SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM - "Practical Aspects 
of Groundwater Comupter Modeling," Thomas Priclcett, 
· Ass_ociation of Gro1,Jnd,Wate.r S:cientists and Engineers, 
Division of National Well Water Assoc. Room 106, James, 
1:30 p.m. · 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Victor Benassi, Psychol-
ogy, UNH. "Putting Jucfg~ments of Control into Context: 
Contrast Effects." Room 101, Conant, 4 p.m. ·· 
STUDENT DANCE SHOWCASE - Student performances 
hig_hlightin_g pieces from this year's dance ~lasses. Johnson 
THeater, ,Paul Arts, 7 p.m., $2 donatton to support 
THeater/Dance Scholarship funds. 
. - ----.. 
MUSO FILM - "Mona Lisa." Strafford Room: MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. ~ , 
FRII;>AY, MAY 6 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "New Perspectives 
on African Agriculture." Sara Berry, Boston University, Alumni 
Center, 4 p.m. · 
MUSO DOUBLE FEATURE - , "Living Daylights" and "Dr. 
No." MUB Pub, 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., students $3, general 
$5. - . . ' . 
'' CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE -S-UBMITTED TO '.i7~ 
, . THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB . 
. . (Observe deadline,s ~n proper forms) . · 
~ . ---• • H• 's ' • •• • --• "'" " -
e NewJ:iampshire (USPS }79-280) is published and distiibuted semi-weekly __ 
. tliroughout the acadenikyear. Our off;.ces are located in. it~m 151 of the Memorial l 
Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
Friday 10am-3pm. Acl;ldemic year subscriptio_n: $24.00. Thira class postage ' 
paid.at Durham, NH '03824. Advertis_ers.should check their ads the first day.' '}:-
The New Hampshire will .in no case be responsible for typographical-or othei',f 
frrors, but will reprint that part_of an advertismen·t iii _which a typographical 
~rror appears, if notified immediately. PO_STMASl'ER: send address cha!lges 
. to The-New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,~ copies printed 
!per issue b. ournal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. ., · · . . 
-··- - ·-· - -~-- -r---------------------------, 
- .LEARN' ~, 
- CPR* 
May 4th and 11 f;:,,-3:00-6:00P. --- - , , 
Examination to be scheduled. - • .. 
NH Hall. Room 11. ~-. : 
Course Fee -· Book & Card ~ 
' . 
Student FREE $3.00 - --UN H, 
I HOW Information and applications a:vail~ble through 
I Phys Ed Office in NH Hall (862-2070). :l------ _______ __: _______ . ______ .J 
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GENERA.L 
MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Keys for the keyed 
lockers niust be returned for key deposit REFUNDS 
and locks must be removed from blue lockers by 
May 27. Lockers may be rented for the summer. 
Stop in Room 322 of tl;ie MUB. 
SUMMER WORK-STUDY JOB: Assjst secretary 
in reorganizing office filing systems aQ.d resource 
center. Organizational and computer skills helpful. 
Some errands, photocopying and general typing,, 
10 hours per week. Room 307 A, Dimond Library, 
Women's Studies_DeP,artment, 862-2194. 
~ETIREM~NT RECEPTION: Reception, honor-
mg the retirement of Professors Alexander R. 
Amell, Cecil J: Schneer & Frederick G. Hochgraf. 
(faculty members retiring from the College of 
Engineering and Physical Sciences) Thursday, May 
5, Gallery, New England Cente_·, 4:30-6 p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Come and claim or 
purchase lost & found articles accumulated this 
Semester at UNH Lost & Found in the MUB. 
Tuesday, May 10, outside of Grafton Room, MlJB, 
1-4 p.m. . · 
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN SPRING 
SONG FESTIVAL:. Full length concert with the 
New Hampshire Gentlemen and guest group the 
Wellesley Tupelos. Friday; May 13,Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m., students/senior citizens 
$3, General $5 · · 
I.S.I.S. (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD): 
A sharing discussion for survivors of incest (no 
abusers). Call Lesley at 868-1373 for more 
information, after 7 p.m. Every Thursday, through 
May 19, Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee 
House, 4-5: 30 p.m. · 
SPRING FLING PIZZA LUNCH: Join us on the 
Pettee House lawn for pizza, on1 the last Friday 
before final exams begin. Relax with good company 
and good food. Fantastic MUB pizza; $1 per slice. 
To be held indoors in case of rain. Friday, May 
6, Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 
noon to 2 p.m. . . 
HEALTH · 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or ,drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & 
Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Health 
Center, noon to 1 p.m. · 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS .MEET-
INGS: For individuals who have been affected by 
their parents drinking. Thursdays, 2nd Floor 
Conference Room, Health center, 1-2 p.m. 
AL-ANON (OPEN): Individuals affected by 
another's use of alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, 
Room 106, James Hall, noon to 1 p.m. 
. ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
EN ONLY}: Women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use'. Fridays; 2nd floor Conference Room, UNH WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: 
Speaker: Stephanie Thomas, Registrar and Special 
Asst. -to the Pres., Affirmative Action Officer. "The 
Power to Make Change." Friday, May 13, Hills-
borough/Sullivan room, MUB 8 to 9:30 a.m. ~ 
Faculty/staff $3, students $1.50. RSVP Women's 
Commissi~n 1058 by noon, May 6. 
.
1 Health Service Center, noon to 1 _p.m. · 
PIZZA LUNCH: Join other non-traditional students 
to .share a pizza. Relax at the end-of the week with 
good company and good food. Serving delicious 
MUB piz_za for $1 per slic~; beverages available. 
Every Friday, through May 20, Non-Traditional 
Student Center, P~ttee House, noon to 2 p.m. 










MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Help get next year 
off to a great start! Tuesday, May 3, Carroll Room, 
~UB, 8:30 p.m. 
UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING&. BAR-
BECUE: Last meeting of year will be a barbecue 
at UNH Poultry Barns. There will also be an 
important meeting to elect next year's officers. 











to thel ' ; t 
Editor!!~ 
ii I. I L------------...t . 
* BEAUTIFUL NAILS FOR BEAUTIFUL HANDS 
NAIL CARE CENTER 
* 
The New Hampshire: 
blood, 
sweat and tears -
coffee, coke arid 
v1s1ne 
....... -,' 
· Young's -Restaurant 
& Coffee· Shop, Inc. 
,Breakfast 
2 eggs any style served w/·V,rginia Ham, homefries,-· 
toast and _coffee ' 
$3.30 
Lunch 
· Tuna melt served w/ tossed salad 
$3.20 
Dinner 
. Veal cut le! dinner s~rved w/ · 
tossed salad, mashed potatoes 
and a roll ' 
$3.55 
48 Main St 
Durham NH 
May 3·;1p 
MUB N11'RKET~LACE" . - · ~ 
•• ·.• :::,00. -~ :--, ••• 
,--,-$ffi .. ;'" r .. ~. ·~.t 
-~ May 3_ - Sweaters, upstairs .balcony ,. . 
May 4 - Imported clothing, upstairs balcony 
May 5 - Jewelry, upstairs vendor 
ENJOY . . 
ST LOUIS UNIVERSITY;S ._ 
MADRID CAMPUS . 
COMPLETE CURRICULUM 
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH 
· _Liberal Arts, Business, 
Science, Hispanic Studies 
JULY SESSION INCLUDES: 
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN 
HISPANIC STUDIES 
* SLU is an AA/EOE 





.· . 221 N GRAND BLVD 
f. ' ST. LOUIS, M'b.-63103 
OR 
C/ DE LA VINA,3 
MADRIP 28003 
... In the classroom with more tha~ 700 Sp~nish s;ud~nts. 
I 
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T-Shirts 
. • Hooded Pu'llovers • T~tes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Pl1i1s Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Item$ 
In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
Aulull]n_Po_nd Park, Rt. 1.91 Greenland, i-.J.H. 
(1-r) Wendy Hammond and Mike Rose are welcomed as new leaders of the Student 
Senate _ by Dan Fasciano and Steve Roderick. (Eric Stites pho!o) _ 
Hammond ·Rose .trial run• 
By Elizabeth Martf~eau ( 
Newly elected Student Body 
President and Vice-President 
Wendy Hammond and Michael 
Rose were given their first 
introduction to the Student 
Senate last night. 
Dennis O'Connell, re-elected 
Sp~aker of the Senate for the 
1988-89 school year, welcomed 
old and new senators. He then 
int.roduced the SBP and SBVP 
. door" policy of Jones and Clarke. · 
Jay Gould, who was defeated 
by Hammond in the SBP elec-
tion, addressed the Senate. He 
congratulated and offered his 
support to Hammond and Rose. 
He then addressed the role of 
the Senate. 
inating procedures to the new 
Senators. 
"New Senators, don't get 
blown away," O'Connell .said, 
"after two meetings it (parli-
amentary procedure) will-be-
come second nature." 
elect, Wendy Hammond and 
' Michael Rose. 
"It is important _that the 
Student Senate be strong," 
Gould said. "With a stronger 
Senate we can get things done." 
Gould asked the Senators to 
give Hammond and Rose a 
chance to work for them. 
. According to O'Connell the 
Senate meeting was primarily 
an informational session, and 
did not vote ori any bills .last 
, night. · 
i 
The two remained seated and 
congratulated everyone in the · 
room. Rose welcomed the new 
Senate. Hammond also made 
a short statement saying that 
she would continue the "open 
'Tm looking for.ward to a 
great year," said Gould. 
O'Connell then took the floor 
and explain~d voting and nom- · 
O'Connell said that he didn't 
want to force any bills through 
.·. Senate or nave -any debate on 
issues because the ·new senators 
might not .completely under-
stand them. 
:100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 








BY THE WAY, .IF IT RAINS,. THE CONCERT WILL BE HELD -IN 
THE FIE~D HOUSEII 
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OPENING 
(continued from page 1) 
He -said -the construction important, but normal sized into this befor.e. they built the ciation, and Mary Mogden, 
-company·was supposed to have _ stretchers will not fit in the building,:' said Baker. ·chair of the Health and Human 
SMITH _,.. ' . ~ 
( continu~d from p~ge 3) 
met .all legal requirements for elevators. For now, the challenge is still Services Committee all emphas-
handicap accessibility, and that Susan Ahearn, training coor- offered to Gordon Haaland. The ized the role of UNH Health An assortment of James Tay-
he believed they would. dinator of Durham Ambulam;e Human Services Council hopes Services in providing health _ lor, Joan Baez, Simon and Gar-
Sanborn _said the administra- said the building . was not . that the issue will be addressed education. funkel ·and Claudia Schmidt 
tion is working toward correct- chetked· for accessibility until soon so that access f~r handi- Schuler said UNH has an tunes "{ere played by folk guit-
ing the problem. He·said, "Since·· after it was built. capped U.N.H. students will o~tstanding student health set- arist Christine Bonoli. 
the prob-Iem was identified. She said, "they asked us to st;e finally be improved. vice. The biggest hit was the 
we'ye been tryfog to work out if a stretcher would fit in the Wells said she's glad some-· Dean Sanborn said that des- Boston-based reggae band 'Jah 
an agreement with the contrac- elevators after the building was thing has finally been said pite problems with the facility, - Spirit" (who performed at last 
·. tor and the University to pro- built." For a stretcher to fit, it publicly about the problem, and it is ·still ,more accessible to the year's f~stival as well). The 
ceed to remedy the problem." must- be shortened so that the that she hopes this step will help handicapped than Hood House, audience waited through the 
A meeting is sche_duled for · patient is sitting up. This causes speed up the process of recti- .. and ·tl}at1 die new facility is afternoon for the final band, 
sometinie"this -week to discuss · problems for a back injury. fying the problem. She said, "It's allowfog. better care for all bearing a 45 minute .scheduliQg 
- the problem, he said. "Someone on a backboard a disgrace that all of the students students. -delay. A three piece steel drm;n 
Sanborn said everything pos- could not go into the elevators," do not have accessiblity to this band entertained the crowd as 
. sible is being done to rectify the says Mike Baker, who works for new building which we're aU- HUNGER ·well. 
, problem by next fall. · ; Durham Ambulance. "We paying for." . .., ,.. . I~side the lobby of Smith 
. The meeting is schedu~ed to -would have to stand them up , Governor Sununu said the (continued from page 1) Hall, the International Fiesta 
discuss who is responsible for for the board to fit. We might facility was an example of New continued. There were games, 
. the funding of the changes. as well tell the patient toge~ Hampshire's innovative system In the future we'll definitely dolls and posters from around 
- Sanborn said thatthe University up and walk." which allowed the private sec- do things differently," she said. . the world, as well as a kite 
. believes the contractor is at fault Baker addressed the problem tor, state and University to She cited end-of-semester bur- making demonstration. You 
since the problems are with the with the two back doors, also. collaborate on the project. nout as a prqblem for students could get your picture taken ' in 
designs. He brought up the difficulty in He said, 'Tm happy to be a trying to cope with both finals a foreign country (a.k.a. against 
The size;--of the elevators is maneuvering a stretcher with part of a project like this." _ arid fasting. a pa~nted backdrop). A pie 
. another problem. With all the a two man ambulance crew President Haaland, the Gov- eating contest, ping pong tour-
lab facilities located upatairs, through the two doors.C<They erl)or, Bill Schuler, from the nament, fencing demonstration 
the need for patient acces_~ ~~~ definitely should have looked Hospital Coorporation Asso- _ and Pinatas for the kids rounded 
ll'.IYi.iYIJVU'.JY.,N'IJVIJ'J._..!YalYI.N ..... i-.-..y,1.N...-.i-.-.1Y1.N...-.!Ya.-...JVU'.J._..,._.,N..-J.._..!Ya1Y'rlV...-.~rrr.N..-....-......,N'tN..-.~i"rl"'rlVV.~i'V",N..-.. out·the festivities. 
' ' Dadwas right. 
.. You get wliat · 
you pay for.'' 
More people choose 
AT & T over any other long 
distance service. Because, 
, with AT & T, it costs less 
than you think to get the 
· service you expect, like 
clearer connections, 
24-hour AT&T operator 
assistance, instant credit 
on wrong numbers. And 
the assurance that we can 
put virtually every one 
of your calls through the 
first time. That's the genius 
of the AT&T Worldwide 
Intelligent Network. 
So when it's time to 
make a choice, remember, 
_ it pays to thoose AT&T. 
If you'd like to know 
more about our products . 
or services, like the 
AT & T Card, call us at 
1 800 222-0300. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
-All this hard work and plan-
ning can be attributed to the 
· dedicated residents of Smith 
· l::{_all and festival co-directors 
Katrina Everngam and Chris 
McClain, along with treasurer 
Mark Dullen and entertainment · 
manager Karin Kazcowroski. 
They started preparation in 
January for the annual Inter-
national Fiesta and ended up 
with another successful student- · 
run event. Both Dullen and 
McClain agreed that it was 
repeately the most well attended 
cf any camus-wide event, and 
hoped to see it continue, 
through the support of the 
Program Fund Organization 
· (PFO) as well as administrative 
and student support. 
Everngam said obtaining the 
financial backing and the mpt-
ivation of Smith residents were 
the toughest problems. An 
average of 20-25 organizations 
are· involved in the fiesta, selling 
food and goods. McClain notes 
that since the success of the 
fiesta is contingent on the 
weather; it makes it harder to 
get a commitment from area 
restaurants to participate in the 
, food booths. 
· · "We try to make the fiesta 
bigger and better every year,"' 
says McClain, "but there are 
physical limitations (such as 
where and how many tents, etc.) 
The challenge is important." 
Indeed part of this year's strive 
for atmosphere was the newly 
conceived European Cafe. 
Yolande Lacan, a fourth floor 
RA, and chairperson of Smith 
Hall's International Center, at 
first didn't think it would come 
to fruition. 
With the cooperation of the 
weather, the festival was a· 
~uccess, ace<;u:ding to the organ-
izers. · · 
Let us · 
serve 
you ... 
- P_REPA~ED HAM SHANK 
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The 
Bloom County Collection 
ORl~INAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shlrt 
~~. PENGUIN LUS;f 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty, ""- Size(s) __ _ 
OPUS 
· Lt. Grey T,Shirt · '<; Qty._ __ Slze(s), __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ 
White Sweatshirt Qty ___ Slze(s),_ _ 
Qty.- Size(s) _ _ 
STEVE DALLAS 
White T-Shirt 
Oty. ___ Size(s) __ · --. 
HEAVY '1ET AL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ____ Size(s) _____ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. __ ·Size(s) __ _ 
f7NhlK. 
1/£/((f()/(i . 
JAM. ' . . I . 
501-P MY 50Vl 
1IJ !?CCK N' KOU 
OLIVER WENDELL JONES 
c3eig~ T-Shirt , 
. Qty. ___ .Size(s)_ - ~. -
DON'T BLAME ME, 
~- •!flij 
I VOTED FOR 
Bill N'OPUS 
BILL- 'N OPUS 
. s·1ack T-Shirt 
-Qty. __ Size(s)_'""- -- __ ,
BLOOM COUNTY IAIYLON 
STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt NEW Bl°a:.L THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s), __ -'-' 
White Sweatshirt 
· Qty. ___ Size(s)~--'--
AII Shirts 
50/50 Cotton/Polyester 
"The newest co1: 
lection :,_ 5 years 
of strips in paper• 
back - per1on~lly · 
1lgned by, Btrkt 
Br11lhtd., Exclu· 
sively from -
Guy Glenn · 
· Graphics 
List Price S 12 .. 95 
Plus Postage S1.50 . 
Allow 4-6 weeks.·del.ivery for personal checks. 
Qty. __ · 
__ VISA __ MASTERCARD __ · EXP. DATE . 
NUMBER ____________ _ 
· . NAME ___________________ _ 
· SIGNATURE ________ _..;.. __ 
SHIP ·.TO: _______________ _ 
.· Qty. _____  Size(s)_~_ 
White Sw~atshlrt . 
Qty._. __ Slze(s) __ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
. . , - . 
Tees: S, M,'_ L~-XL . $12.45 ea. postpaicf 
Sweats: M~ L; XL · $22.45 ea. postpaid -
MC, Vlsa,-money orders ok. : 
· MAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
· . DEPT. · B .-5 . 
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4~8667 
"1 ; 
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SINEAD O'CONNOR f:NSIGN BFV 416I2/CHRYSAUS THE LION AND THE COBRA 
LOVE & ROCKETS BIG TIME 6058-1-B/RCA (tl. 98) · EA.RTH - SUN - MOON 
- DEF LEPPARD MERCURY 830 675_ 1/POLYGRAM HYSTERIA 
PINK FLOYD COLUMBIA DC 4Q599 A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON 
SOUNDTRACK RCA 6408-1-R (9.98) DIRTY DANCING: 
STING .A&M SP 6402 (10.98) ... NOTHING LIKE THE SUN 
JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP THE LONESOME JUBILEE. 
MERCURY 832 465-1 /POL YGRAM . : 
U2 ISLAND 90581/ATLANTIC>(9.98) THE JOSHUA TREE 
INXS ATLANTIC 81 796 (9.98) I KICK 
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN COLUMBIA OC 40999 TUNNEL OF LOVE 
DAVID LEE ROTH WARNER BROS. 25671 (9 98) SKYSCRAPER 
.-
MICHAEL JACKSON EPIC 40600/EP.A. BAO 
GEORGE MICHAEL COLUMBIA OC 40867 FAITH 
FLEETWOOD MAC WARNER BROS. 254 71 (9. 98) TANGO IN THE NIGHT 
R.E.M. I.R.S. 42059/MCA (8.98) DOCUMENT. 
FOREIGNER · INSIDE INFORMATION 
·., 
ATLANTIC 81808 (9.98) 
EUROPE EPIC BFE 40241 /E.P.A.. ·, THE FINAL COUNTDOWN 
KENNYG.. ARISTA Al 8-8427 (8.98; DUOTONES 
USA USA & CULT JAM COLUMBIA FC 40477 SPANISH FLY 
AEROSMITH GEFFEN GHS 24162 (8. 98) 
•, 
PERMANENT VACATION 
ANITA BAKER ELEKTRA 60444 (8 ) RAPTURE 
GREAT WHITE CAPITOL ST 12565 (8 98) . . ONCE BITTEN 
SOUNDTRACK A&M SP 3913 (9 98) GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM 
SOUNDTRACK DH JAM SC 4404'2 ,COL_UMBIA (CD) LESS THAN ZERO 
ELTON JOHN LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURr,4E SYMPHONY ORCH. 
MCA 2-8022 (IO 98) 
THE CARS ELEKTRA 60747 (9.98) DOOR TO DOOR 
BHINDA CARLISLE ,vlCA 42080 (8 98) . HEAVEN ON EARTH 
RICHARD MARX [Ml-MANHATTAN ST 53049 (8.98) RICHARD MARX 
BONJOVI MERCURY 830i64-l /POl VGRAM ,. SLIPPERY WHEN WET 
EXPOSE ARISTA AL 8441 (8.98) EXPOSURE 
THE JETS MCA 42085 (8.98) MAGIC 
DOKKEN ELEKTRA 60735 (9.98) BACK FOR THE A TT ACK 
METALLICA ELEKTRA 60766 (8 98) KILL 'EM ALL 
MEGADETH CAPITOL CL-48I48 (9 98) SO FAR, SO GOOD ... SO WHAT! 
80DEANS SLASH 25629/REPRISE (8.98) OUTSIDE LOOKING IN 
P£T SHOP ~YS £Ml-MANHATTAN 46972 (8.98) ACTUAUY 
BILL y IDOL CHRYSALIS .OV 41620 VITAL IDOL 
BUSTER POINDEXTER RCA 6633· I ·R (8. 98) '. BUSTER POINDEXTER 
RICK ASTLEY RCA 6822·I·R(89,8) WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY 
DAVID BOWIE £Ml-MANHATTAN rJl 7267 (9.98) NEVER LET ME DOWN 
SPYRO GYR~ MCA 42046 (8.98l STORIES WITHOUT WORDS 
. ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POL YDOR 831 2 7 31 , POL YGRAM PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
CHE_R GEFFEN 24164 (8 98) CHER 
PRINCE IW~Y PMK 25577 /WAR!'lfR ~-!15.98) SIGN 'O' THE TIMES . 
1:HE COMMUNARDS MCA 42.io6 <898) RED 
LL COOL J DEF JAM FC4_07.931COLUMBIA .. . BIGGER AND DEFFER 
· 38 SPECIAL A&M 3910(9.98> BEST OF 38 SPECIAL-•FLASHBACK• 
L.A. GUNS -VERTIGO 834 144- i .'POL YGRAM . L.A. GUNS 
GUNS & ROSES GmEN GHS 24148 (8 9,8> . · APPETITE FOR DESTRUCTION 
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN 
· SIRE 25597 /WARNER BROS. (8.98) 
RICK SPRINGFIELD RCA 6620-1 R (8 98) ROCK OF LIFE 
TIFFANY MCA 5793 (898) TIFFANY 
DEBBtE GIBSON ATLANT~ 81780 (8,98) OUT OF THE BLUE 
SISTERS Of MERCY ELEKTRA 60762 (8.98) FLOODLANDS 
THE SCREAMING eqJE MESSIAHS ELEKTRA 60755 (8.98> BIKINI RED 
10,000 MANIACS ELEKTRA 60738 (8 98) IN MY TRIBE 
THE ALARM I.R.S. 42061/MCA!8.98) EYE OF THE HURRICANE 
ICEHOUSE CH~·YSfUS ov 41592 MAN OF COLOURS 
PAUL CARRACK CHRYSALIS BFV 41578 ONE GOOD REASON 
FLESH FOR LULU CAPITOL CLT 4821} (8. 98) LONG LIVE THE NEW FLESH 
SQUEEZE A&M SP s161 (8.98) BABYLON ANO ON 
D~PECHE MODE SIRE ·256I4/WARNER BROS. (8 98) - MUSIC FOR THE MASSES. 
BRYAN FERRY REPRISE 25598 (8.98) BETE NOIRE 
THE RADIATORS EPIC BFE 408881£.P.A. LAW OF THE FISH . 
tH£ CULT BEGGAR'S BANQUET /SIRE 25S55/WARNER BROS. (8 98) ELECTRIC 
EURYTHMICS RCA 6794-I :R (9.98) SAVAGE 
NEW ORDER QWEST 25621 / WARNER BROS. ( 12. 98) -SUBSTANCE 
JERRY HARRISON & C:ASUAL GODS SIRE 25663/WARNER BROS. (8.98) CASUAL GODS. 
THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/WARNER BROS. (8, 98) STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE COME 
GENE LOVES JEZEBEL GEFFEN GHS 24171 (898) THE HOUSE OF DOLLS 
THtCURE ELEKTRA 60737 (13,98) KISS ME, KISS ME, KISS ME 
PUBLIC IMAGE LTD VIRGIN 90642 (8.98) HAPPY? 
CUR~ KILLED THE CA": MERCURY 832 025 1/POLYGRAM KEEP YOUR DISTANCE 
GEORGE HARRISON. DARK HORSE 25643., WARNER BROS. (9 98) CLOUD NINE 
STEVEWINWOOO ISlANO 25448/WARNER BROS. (8,98) . BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE 
PAUL SIMON WARNER BROS .. 25447 (9.9!1) GRACELAND 
PETE~ GABRIEL GEFFEN GHS 24088 (8.98) so 
THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12.98) BEST OF THE DOORS 
THE SILENCERS RCA 6442- I-R (8. 98) A LETTER FROM ST. PAUL 
JANET JACKSON A&MSP-3905 (9.98) CONTROL 
TERENCE TRENT D' ARBY INTRODUCING HAROUN£ ACCORDING fO TERENCE TRENT G'ARBY COLUMBIA BFC 40964 
MADONNA SIRE'.25535/WARNER BROS. (9 98) YOU CAN DANCE 
SALT-N-PEPA NEXT PLATEAU PL 1007 (8.98) HOT, COOL AND VICIOUS 
JODY WATLEY , MCA 5898 (8.98) JODY WATLEY 
WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603/ATLANTIC (8.98) SENTIMENTAL HYGIENE 
THE JESUS AND MARY CHAIN WA~NER BROS. 25656 (8. 98) DARKLANDS 
--· --··· --
We Are Not A,Club ! · ~-
WE ONLY SELL CASSETTE~ ACCEPT 
·PERSONAL. CHECKS OR MONEY ·ORDERS 
POSTAGE & · HANDLING: ALL ORDEAS MUST INCLl:JDE \ , . . , 
THREE DOLL~RS & FIFTY CENTS ·(3.50]. NO MATTER HOW 
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
FIRST CLASS MAIL I TAPES ARE 100%. GUARANTEED' 
NAME __ ~-------------~ 
. ADDRESS ________ ,.,;.._ ___ --,-_ 








I I= I MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: S3.99 X -----
Students Publishing CATALOGUE (1.00) I 
P .0. BOX 4649 
FORTLAUDERDALE, POSTAGE & $3.50 
FLORIDA 33338 · HANDLING I 
TOTAL I ·, 
~ - D Yesl Please send me you 1987 catalog with over 7000 tltlea. I have enclosed $1.INI extra for postage. ENCLOSED ------. • I_._ 
'"----· - - -· -· - - ---- ----- - - - , . 
: ................. . 
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] The Department of Philosophy Announces [ 
] the [ 
] _ First Ann~:; ~~m:petition . [ 
] PAUL-MICRAiL-BABLOW MEMORIAL PRIZE [ 
]· $2°0£0 ~ [ / 
] **~** ' ***** 
] [ 
l . for the [ 
] Best Philosophical Essay [ 
] · Submitted by a Philosophy Major · 
] . ****************** ,[ 
] [ 
·] . Papers must be typed, double-spaced, with a maximum [ 
] of 5,000 words. _ 
] 
Papers must be submited to the Philo'sophy Department . [ 
·by October 1 , 1988 
STRAFFORD ROUSE ----
. Now Leasing! for FALL 88 
(A~L UTILITIES INCLUDED) 
. . 
Single and double oc~upancy roo~s. 
Electric heat with individual thermostats. 
Wall to wall carpeting. 
All rooms completely furnished. 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room. 
Telephone and television jacks. · 
Cable TV available. 
Parking available. Laundromat. 
Lounge are~. Year round patio. 
_./ 
The Strafford House is located within th~ heart of Ourham, N.H. with 
all the facilities of the University of New Hampshire within walking 
. distance. . . . 
Rental Office at 
The Strafford House 
,, 868-2192 
14 Strafford. Av!... 
Durham, N.H. 
M-F: 9-1 and 
2-4 ] The winner will be announced early in qeceni~er 19aB. _ [ 




The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex-
perience that will last a lifetime. 
· Working at a profession·a1 level t~at ordinarily 
might take years of apprenticeship back home, ·· 
volunteers find the career growth they're looking for 
and enjoy a unique experience in the developing 
world. · 
Peace Corps_Jnformation Session 
Wednesday, May 4th at -12:30 in the MUB Senate room. 
There are still hundreds of openings in our s.ummer · 
and fall programs. We encourage all to apply. 
on-campus 862-1880 
Brad & Jane Fletcher, .recruiters 
IEVEMENI 
There are niany ~ys,_1 to acknowledge it ... . 
· one lasts a lifetim~. 
/. . . . -
Yollr College _Class Ring- from Balfour! · 
. Select yours at: The MUB May 4 ~ ·5 (Wed. & Thur.) · 
Balcony 10-3 · c' 
$10 Deposit Required 
.Balfom,. No 011i! rem,rnfJ= in so ma,,j way;: . 
~,' .~-·· ... • ,.,;• _;: . -:• .}:__ .~: • }-.-::~: .:;:: . .'\.,t· =··=. ;::. __ -::· _ _. .:- ~•:· =_ ........ • / _. : _ -·~< :::.>~~::;·:}:-_ _.::..~:i, _.,· .. . ::: / :}_/ _ ::· .... ~~:_ _; -~- :-: '.;(_-;:., -~ -{-~-:-.... ,_; •'° ;.;..;..·=· ,;.;;, ·-::·,.., -=· •:iail,:· ::=..,;•f··-:!•: _:iii;,,:- -· -==--,:::::-•;;· --:;:_ - · -i -=:, .=:...,• :; ... ::· ·-· ... -:-- _.-:.e· . . .; -❖-.... j :' ,_ .... - ---· .. ·:,-:;· ·iii,,;ii;~'.·)1./•,:: ........ -~.--... ····::. ·iiiil,i:::\:;._. ··i~.,.,;_:!" - ·-·# .... iiiii' • • ,., • _ _,, .. 





By Leigh Rub.in 
Enjoying a prehistoric favorite .. .the club sandwich. 
CAN TAN 
(continued from page 2) 
over my eye-sockets, but they would · go off automatically 
didn't feel very secure, so.I kept (that's required by law to pre-
my ey~~ firmly closed. I mar- vent overexposure) but I 
veled that I felt a cool breeze thought it was already on when 
as I got a tan. I also wished it I entered since there was a weird 
would all be over soon. flourescent glo\Y and the fans 
A voice called me from out- were· growling. 
side the booth. "Robin, are you I switch_e.d the lever and pools 
alright?" asked the owner. of bright purple light enveloped 
'Tm fine," I replied, wond- my body. Against my will; I 
erihg if he interupts all first time began to relax. The sun that had 
visitors to see how they' re doing. slum be red for .so long in my 
There was silence for another memory was reawakened. Those 
thirty seconds before he tried long, hot days lying on the sand · 
again. rushed almost ferociously into 
"Robin, you have to .turn it i:ny mind. This waso't the kind 
on to get it to go," he said. of memory that is prompted by 
My face turned more crimson . talk or books. This was a phys-
. than an August sun-burn. I ical memory; My minds eye 
thought I had already been pictured tha.: beach like a 'mir-
taking a tan. Modern science, -age. It appeared almost mirac-
1 thought, had perfected a ray ulously as e~ery pore of my skin 
. that can tan you without heating absorbed rays it could associate 
you--color you without touching with only one thing--the beach. 
you. · . But I wasn't on the beach. I 
-·somewhere in the bustle of was in a ·man-made- booth. No 
being introduced to the machine fr is bees · were flying and no 
I had missed hearing I had to ocean was waiting. Children 
turn on a switch to start the rays. weren't bµilding sand castles 
I remembered him saying _it ' or splashing each other. Invis-r----------------------- ------------------~~--------------- ible, though. now warming rays, 
I - N · · ·1s were· creating a my-th for me that 
· ,,,I 0· m. ore ~en· Cl -e . - ~;o:~~~;:~;:pt to impose 
A tan is something that comes 
with.having fun. -It breathes the 
11 N b ks life of the outdoors into your 
I
I o· more 00 -· very appearance. Although we know the sun will give us cancer 
and cause early wrinkling, few 














to the yard. 
GRADUATION 
CASH BACK - 400 · I learned, however, that going 
to a tanning salon is not like. 
going on a summer excursion. 
It is standing (or lytng if the 
salon uses beds) in a,, capsule. 
Wheri the tanner emerges her 
skin announces that she· felt the 
rush of fresh air while playing 
volleyball or taking a swim. It 
declares that she enjoyed the 
company of good friends and 
family. It screams that she is 
a fun person. But she isn't. Her 




YOU PAY JUST 
CHRYSLER 










16& PER PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE ✓ - OOMt>NTH** $119.oo ~iNTH** COLT 3-DR. 
No more driving 
. · Dael~ old car. 
· Chrysler-Plymouth. helps college graduates buy a new 
. car, with an additionalS400 cash back! · . 
We know how expensive college was, or is, if you're still paying for it. Cars are expensive too, and credit's not 
easy to get. We want to help. ' 
That's why Ch~ler-Plymouth is giving recent graduates, W88 graduates and graduate students $400 cash 
back on new Chrysler, Plymouth and import cars.:: Keep-the cash or apply it to your down payment. This offer is 
good in addition to any other incentive we may offer on the car you choose. It's our little graduation gift to you. 
_ If you have any questions about this offer, eligibility requirements or about financing your new car, call toll-free 
1-800-826-3163. Or stop by a participating Chrysler-Plymouth dealership. We'll also be happy to explain our 
7/70 Protection Planft the best powertrain and outer body rust-through warranty in the business. · 
1 
* Base sticker price excludes title and ta>ees. _-Based on base"''"' p,;ci ;oc1,o;og destiaat;oo '""ges, le,s ca,h ,a,,, Jl, .. 1,···•.•:.,:.:·,·"'··,_::•,,'''."'".'· '·· with 10% dawn at 9.75 Annual Percentage Hate frnancrng for 48 months to qualrf1ed retail buyers through Chrysler Credrt •""""••••:i\ 
Corp. Title and ta>ees extra. See dealer for details of choices of easy financing payment plans. Some states do not permit /H 
the delayed payment plans or special credit alternatives Chrysler offers to college graduates. tTo retail buyers of new 'l!l jf\ .. 
and '88 dealer stock. ttSee limited warranty at dealer. Some restrictions apply. Excludes imports. !Sticker price less cash i,,:,i:c:,:,,, 
back. Title, taxes and destination charges extra. ! ! Excludes Hq_rizon and Reliant models. ttMnw wANHANn-
See your local. New England Chrysler-Plymouth dealers! . -
CHRYSLER 
Plymou{li . 
I didn't get a tan after that 
first visit, but I didn't make a 
second appointment. If Mother 
Nature was going ·to keep me 
from basking in the sun for 
another month, I-could wait. 
Besides, I certainly wasn't going 
to find the jqy the sun brings 
by standing in a man-made 
capsule and listening to "The 
I Beach Boys," and I saw no 
I reason why I should attempt to · 
convince other people I did. 
When my time was up I left_ . 
the -booth and tried to explain 
·to the owner why I thought I 
was. getting a tan when the 
machine wasn't on. He laughed 
good .naturedly and informed . 
me that no one since he opened 
the salon .last June had ever 
made that mistake. 
I walked· out into a cold drizzle 
feeling good. T~e cool air hitting : 
my warm skin made me tingle 
all over. M_y nervous system 
associated this sensation with 
the oniy similar experience it 
has ever had; an air conditioned 
car-ride home after a day at the 
beach. But I knew the truth. -
Image or no image, a tan in the 
wimer tells a lie, and I'm no liar-
-at least not when it comes to 
fun in the sun. 
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(continuedfrompage3) The I bes{ way to reach 
opment. 
While waiting for her accep-
tance to the Peace Corps, Wood-
worth spent much of her time . 
in Wolff House, the organiza- · 
tio"n's on:.campus recruiting , ·. 
station. Brad Fletcher, who is · 
in charge of the office, is pleased 
that Woodworth has decided to 
give her services to such a 
worthwhile effort. He is also 
optimistic that other students 
will follow her example. 
"There are still several · 
hundred summer and fall Peace 
Corp positions that need to be 
filled," said Fletcher, "and I hope 
UNH students will seriously 
consider the many advantages · 
that are offered by these jobs." . 
Sharon Woodworth has been · 
considering the advantages for 
a long time, and said she now 
knows she .has made the right 
· decision. . · 
When asked about her up- · 
coming trip, Woo"dworth ex- I 
plained, 'Tm really looking ' 
forward to it--it's a great op-
portunity and I know I'll enjoy 
it." . 
10,000people ·i~through the fO~J:; 
··· classifieds 
1~--.-...~--:-~--------_,,;#~---.... ---·--~-~~---------------------------.-I- . 
I ,;.j'f>ersonal-~r Sa!e.'"'t'Help Wc;mted -Ser,Aces -Housing 







. Th4!" New Hampshire 
· RATES: $1.00 for 20words per insertion 
_; Each additional run: $1.00 
. All ads MUSlbe·prepaid · 
. AMOUNT ENCLOSED: . To Run_ ·_ .. \times~ 
Advertiser's name: 
Address: .. 
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Editorial 
Malaise over new health facility 
If you get sick, you better b,e well edo~gh 
to WALK into the new Health Services 
' building. If you're in a wheel chair, you won't 
be able to get in the front door, and the 
buzzer at the emergency entrance is on the 
blink. If you are unfortunate enough to have 
to be brought on a. stretcher to the center, 
the EMT's may have tq stand you up in the 
elevator, which was designed too small for 
some of the best college health education 
programs in the ~ountry. Yet, at the Grand 
Opening ceremony we were informed by 
the concerned students of the Senate Health 
and Human Services Council that these 
gr'oss and insensitive oversights exist. At 
the same time, puHed up politicians like 
Governor John Sununu and President 
Gordon Haaland patted themselves oh the 
That Be at UNH. In an ~Hort to get the 
most bang for their buck, the state and this 
administration cut budgetary corners, 
leaving the UNH handicapped to maneuver 
for themselves around the corners in the 
new health facility. . . 
. a full length stretcher or backboard. _ _ 
- Is this a joke? No,this is how UN~ builds 
back for a half-assed job. _ 
The lack of foresight and concern for · 
real practical uses by STUDENTS seems 
to be the prevailing attitude of the Powers 
Monica Wells, and others on her senate 
council, challenge P·resident Haal~nd to 
get in a wheelchair to try _to_ get into a 
bathroom etc. in the new bmldmg. ' . . 
·anew health facility. , 
Well, Haaland, we suggest you give It 
, This is tbe new building, which will house 
a try: Pull up ~ wheelchair, and sit on it1 






blood is then tested for the possible , 
ed building (and all other major As a graduating senior about to presence of the HIV AIDS arrtibody, 
student buildings) is a disgusting embark into "The Real World", I and discarded if the antibody is ' 
fl · h · · · h · h · l · present in the blood. re ect1on upon t · e enttre umvers1ty . am oping to pass t ts earning 
community! ) experience on to those who will Youaccuratelyreportedthat25% 
It is- unfortunate that such a remain UNH students. Many of us of all AIDS cases are in the black 
terrible blunder on the part of the (which included me until this and hispanic population. Then you 
To 
th
e Editor: administration was allowed to semester) are very naive as to our stated this was th majority of _cases. 
Thanks, Warner. Thanks a lot occur. What is even inore unfor- knowledge of our legal rights as Clearly 25.% is not a majority! 
for your warm regards for us tunate, is that the administration UNH students, the U.S. Legal 
unfortunate out-of-staters whose d · · f · d f S d B'll f R. h · J Elizabeth:J. MacDonakh 
WrFte Ietters 





tul.tt"on wt"ll be ht"ked to $7550 next is now raggrng tts eet rnstea o ystem, an our 1 o 1g ts. ust 
. . H l h Ed 
rectifying the problem. We, the remember, that anyone can accuse Communtty eat ucator 
year. I am so glad 
th
at for you, a members of the Health and Human you of arty-such crime, including --•-----•-------------------~,- •
 
New Hampshire resident, and a Services Council challenge Gordon murder, but it must be proven in _ 
GRADUATING one at that, that Haaland to attempt to enter the a court of law beyond a reasonable 
the increase appears "attractive to building, maneuver through its doubt that you are guilty. Unfor-
the legislature." I am glad you' re hallways and .fire doors and use its tunatelyfor me, along with a person 
leaving on such an attractive note, bathrooms in a wheelchair. We who obviously needs psychological 
~actually I'm jus~ glad ~o~'re le~v- would be most interested to see how counseling, I have learned this 
mg). Next years administrattan successful he is! When he is not lesson the hard way, as I was led 
may not be able to help us ,unfor- successful, perhaps then he will to feel "gt1:ilty until proven inno-
t~nates, but hop~fully they 11 be a . recognize the importance of ban- · cent". : · 
bit more compassionate: . dicapped access ... and actually do In the United States, we as 
Alise Ha~fteld something about it. citizens are ."inriocent until proven 
A Massachus~rts resident · · · Sincerely, guilty" and should always retain 
Monica Wells this· thought regardless of the 
Laurie Horton circumstances, for justice somehow 
Oan Fasciano ,almost always prevails in_the end. Blunder 
' To the Editor: 
Here at U.N.H. during a period 
of such catch phrases as the ·••stra-
tegic edge" ahd ·."Best state univer- . 
sity," it is difficult to_ imagine· that ' 
the university.administration would 
allow the construction of a new 
''hallmark health facility" _without 
meeting the rieeds of the handi-
capped student population on this 
-campus. In Gordan Haaland's ef-
: forts to cut as many corners as 
· possible, the H.C.A. (Hospital 
Corporation of America) and the 
university cut the installation of 
automatic doors for handicapped 
access·, from the budget. It is 
impossible for a person in a wheel-
chair to even enter the building, 
and once inside, it is extremely 
difficult to open and maneuver 
Dan Vachon - Sincerely, 
· Jane Parks . · Ari S. Milstein 
Patti Elliot _Future law School Candidate 
To the Editor: 
. . This may begin to sound just like 
another one of those "Public Safety 
Harassed Me Too" letters, but 
indeed it is more than that. Over 
the course of this semester, I was 
falsely accused of a crime by an: 
emotionally unstable,-immature, 
and insecure individual who derives 
satisJaction in ways unimaginable. 
Nevertheless, upon my visit to 
Public Safety to rectify this aq:u-
Majority? 
To the Editor: 
Your April 19 coverage on '_'AIDS 
in the Workplace," which was one 
program in "AIDS Awareness 
Week," was appreciated. 
However, as the primary purpose 
of that week was to dispel myths 
and rumors regarding AIDS and 
to -promote AIDS pre;vention, it is 
important that clear and accurate 
information be reported. 
The AIDS HIV virus. can be 
transmitted by semen, blood, vag-
inal secr~tions and IV drug use, not 
by blood transfusions as was stated 
The New Hampshire 
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, through doors. We feel that the lack 
. of accessibility in a newly construct-
. sation, I was harassed and coerced 
into signing a statement of confes-
sion. Last week my case was tried 
and the truth finally surfaced -:-
clearly and obviously on my behalf . 
in your article. Disposable needles .. --------•-------------------• are used when donating blood: all 
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•University Forum 
Making silage with the contras in BoaCo 
By Rick -Kohn 
Sine~ my last newsletter, I have been living and working 
on various farms in Boaco. Here is a brief description 
of some of the personalities I've come across. The names 
have been changed. 
Success 
M~renco has a tractor, wagon, silo and was able to 
loan a forage chopper to make silage. He only tried it 
once before, two years ago, but _he wanted to see better 
results this · time. He borrowed a book that told how to 
make silage from a neighbor, and I offered to help. With 
shortages of grain due to the war economy, it is useful 
technology. It went well. · · 
Marenco is ode of the more innovative-farmers. His 
farm not only is more technified, but also the management 
'is superior_ to that of his neighbors. He doesn't pass up 
any opportunity to get advice from the Ministry of 
Agriculture, or National Union of Farmers and Ranchers 
(UNAG), or me in this case. He is an example of how 
an individual private farmer can do well in Nicaragua. · 
"When I go to the bank for a loan, they only· ask about 
my finances and what I plan to do with the money," he 
told me one evening. "They don't ask if I belong to the 
(pro-revolutionary union) UNAG or the ( counter-
revolutionary union) COSEP, or t<;> whatever organization. 
They don't ask anything about my political beliefs or 
· my political past," he continued annunciating each1 syllable . 
clearly. He denounced the claims by the US government 
and news media that alledge that Nicaragua is a totalitarian 
state where you have to belong to The Party even to receive 
food. He sometimes was critical of the government, but 
was willing to use non-violent and democratic means 
to influence it. 
Dissent 
After I fini.sh;d my visit there, I went to the farm of 
Alejandro, a different sort of producer. His farm is entirely 
untechnified. "It's because of the Sandinistas," he said. 
"They only help the communists, the people with their 
political beliefs." He later said that he didn't want help 
from the "communist" government. He said he could 
not invest in the farm infrastructure because if he did 
the gov-ernment would like his farm, and would take 
it away to make it a "state farm". 
"That's what they did to the farm next door. Two years 
ago it was producing 15 cans of mitk a day. Today it only 
produces one, now that the government owns it. It's 
a military commando." He was referring _to a cooperatively-
owned private farm. (The right-wing calls them "state 
farms".) About 13% of the land here is owned by the . 
government. Much of it is in the mountains where the 
war is waged. But the heart to the land reform program 
has been to distribute land to cooperative farmers. These 
farms are subject to the same laws as individually-owned 
farms; they can grow and sell what they want to whomever 
they want in Nicaragua. They must use the land 
productively (by lenient standards) and cannot exploit 
labor with unfair wages., share cropping or excessive 
rents. 
Alejandro also told me that the cooperative farm has 
been taken away from its owner. even though the owner 
broke no laws. "It said in La Prensa- that the farm was 
highly productive,' but the Sandinistas took it just because 
they wartted it; they said it was inefficient," he said. 
According to other sources, the land was transferred 
to 15 cooperative members after it was abandoned by 
the original owner. The former owner had moved to 
Costa Rica. 
· Alejandro wore a rosary around his neck all the time, 
and he frequently invoked the works of the Catholic 
hierarchy to support his beliefs. Bishop V ~ga had recently 
condemned the government for widely pubHshed accounts 
of torture, rape and kidnapping. While many priests 
and individuals who consiaer themselves good C~tholics 
support the revolution, the hierarchy has consistently 
condemned the government, and remains neutral or has 
actively supported the contras. Bishop Vega also has 
reported visit.s from the Virgin Mary with directions 
to take action. against · the government with such means 
as book burning. The alledged kidnapping and psycho-
logical torture he referred to were said to have been carried' 
out by three drunken militia men, the rape was an unrelated 
incident carried out by a.foot soldier. None of the incidents 
. had any indication of political motivation. · 
The differences between the contras and the Nicaraguan 
army is that the contras rape, torture and murder civilians 
regularly and frequently, and while the army is punished 
for such activity, the contras are trained and directed 
to carry it out. The Catholic hierarchy refuses to 
acknowledge contra human rights violations, even when 
. priests are murdered. 
"This is a nation of liars. It's part of our national heritage. 
We all lie," Alejandro told _me, to help me understand 
Nicaragua. 
Community 
. I then visited the very cooperative that Alejandro had 
condemned. They were interested in silage making. It 
really wasn't the right time of yea-r, so we just made a 
small amount as an experiment. The cooperative didn't 
have a tractor, wagon, silo or forage chopper. Thi1> made 
silage production a different task. First, Luis and I dug 
a small hole for a silo. The ground was pure clay, which 
is good for silos but hard on digging them. · They cut the 
grass by hand with machetes. I tried to help but 
Nicaraguans start using machetes at age 5, so I wasn't 
mllch good in comparison. Then we chopped the grass, 
piled it in the hole, stomped it down, covered it with 
plastic, and threw some dirt on the plastic. Everyone 
was exhausted, sharply contrasting their prior enthusiasm. · 
We made enough silage for about one day if the cows 
learn to eat it that fast. 
One of the interesting .aspects of the cooperative was 
observing the ~ocial dynamics. They had learned to work . 
well together, respecting each other's talents and short-
comings, and respecting democracy. They played hard 
when th_ey weren't working hard. I. joined a game of 
baseball with a stick aod rolled-up piece of cloth. I was 
a spectator though when it came to the rodeo games, 
roping young bulls and trying to ride them. 
Whether th_e farm was efficient or not depends on 
your definition. It's true that the farm actually sold as 
much as 8 cans of milk a day (not 15 as Alejandro had · 
said), and now only sold one. They concentrated on beef 
· production now, and·were fairly efficient at it. They actually 
produced more than two cans of milk, but consumed the 
majority on the farm. They also reduced the inputs (grain, 
drugs, machinery) out of necessity. It wasn't the best 
managed farm, but wasn't as bad as the farms of some 
of its critics. Perhaps the most flattering measure of 
efficiency is that the farrri once provided for only one 
family, and now provided for 15. 
I'd hardly call it a military commando, but a significant 
portion of time was diverted to ddense, as it is a primary 
contra target. There are always some members on guard 
at night. If there is a lot of noise outside, I imagine everyone 
has as much trouble sleeping as I did. Another cooperative 
in the area had recently been attacked: The contras found 
one member holding a machete, and they slit his throat. 
They killed six other people including a two-month old 
baby. The survivors found the baby on top of a US--made, 
Claymore landmine when they returned. They didn't 
½now how-to remove it without being blown to bits. 
Forgiveness? 
Later, I visited a family-owned farm hear by. The farm 
was operated by a man, his daughter and his son-in-law. 
Of course, small _towns everywhere have certain sim-
. ilarities, such as the general interest people have in the 
neighbors. I was as_ked what farms I had visited. · 
"Marenco, you worked with Marenco?", Carla asked 
me. "He's a bandido," she said. "Did you know he was 
an officer in Somoza'.s National Guard?" She referred 
to the former dictator's army. 
"But he's with the revolutionary process now," I said. 
"Yes, he is but he used to be a Somozista. They gave 
him that farm after the_insurection as part of the land 
reform. It's the same as the cooperative next door. A 
lot of them are former contras." I knew that some of 
· the members were former members of the army, and 
it made perfect sense that some members could have 
. been contras. The government has been re-patriating 
contras that apply for amnesty, often by giving them 
land. These offers_ are aimed at diminishing the contra. 
ranks and increasing production. "Marenco is the same 
tortilla. They've flipped the tortilla .over, but its still 
the same tortilla,". Carla said. 
"That's one of the problems with the revolution. Many 
of the old Somozistas are the new Sandinistas," her 
,husband Chico added. Indeed, many of the people who 
-worked' with the corrupt Somoza government later took 
jobs_ with the Sandinista government. There are too few 
educated people with experience to do it any,.other way. 
While we often praise the forgiveness ·of the Nicaraguan· 
. government toward its enemies, and while the right-
wing says it is not enough, . many people would say the 
government goes too far. Chico walked around on a plastic 
_ hip due to an injury inflicted by the contras. I could . 
understand why he might not be interested in farming 
with them. None-the-less, the cooperative seemed to 
do quite well. . 
That's the news from Boaco, where you can't please 
everybody all the time, where punishing war criminals 
is_considered political repression by some, where giving 
: them . amnesty is considered selling out by others. I have 
a feeling that these problems would be a lot less severe 
if the US government would stop the aggression. 
Other News · 
Work on the .project farm h?,s been difficult due to 
increased contra activity in the area after Congress cut 
off military aid. I am now proposing new, low-cost methods 
to continue the work at the project site. 
Democrats and Republicans seem to be putting aside -
their differences with regard to how they can best over-
throw the Nicaraguan government. The Republicans 
have opted for a military solution, while the Democrats 
have advocated cutting off aid to the contras, but taking 
over the political infrastructure by buying all the opposing 
political parties (including the Communists), the Church, 
La Prensa, several radio stations, and they want TV. 
The two parties have reached a compromise; they continue 
to aid the contras, and they demand to have control of 
all the "democratic" institutions. Massive bribes are 
channeled into Nicaragua, making internal democratic 
opposition impossible. Both Democrats and Republicans 
seem to be intent on violating international law, including 
the recent peace accords and the Contra-Sandinista cease-
fire agreement. The contras are still receiving aid from 
th~ US government and were never as weak as the US 
press made them appear. They will probably carry out 
a propagandistic attack soon, with CIA direction. The 
US establishment will praise their "strength despite 
~ _of US---aid". 
Rick Kohn is an Agricultural Exchang~ student 'in -
Boaca, Nicaragua 
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13 year old girls of their hard 
By Marc Mamigonian earned babysitting money (a 
"Youth," the hy.pothetical classic illustration of the iril-
~they keep telling me, "will be mortal "Hye-Fye" episode of 
served." Fine. I have no problem the Flintstones, if you remember_ 
with this. But must they be it). Lately, though, a somewhat 
served at the grown-up's table? novel idea has emerged; why 
I realize that as long as there not ereate ·· music for teeny-
are teenyboppers, there will be boppe~s sung by teenyboppers? 
music to try to quench their . One must admit that there is 
seemingly .insatiable thirst for a certain amount of logic to this; 
the inane. However, I don't iflittleJenniferisgoingtolisten 
want to hear it. 
1 
to vacuous bubblegum, it is at 
It is often hard, especially least a little more honest if it 
these days, to differentiate j :is performed by someone the 
between teenybopp~r tunes : same age. TJms, Tiffany and 
(aka, "bubblegum") and just Deqbie Gibson, although they 
plain old pop. Madonna, 11 are as much the creations of 
contend, is teenybopper stuff, their producers as the phony 
whereas .Michael Jackson or reverbonaStyxalbum,aremore 
Whitney Houston is not. Clearly credible as teenybopper. listen-
...___ then, quality is not neccessarily ing than the garbage spewed out 
a factor. Take Whitney, the by, say, Diamond Dave, the 
,Princess of Pop. Certainly, "I blond beast of rock and roll. 
Wanna Dance With Somebody" ~gain, the qualitative difference 
is pure teenybop, :tight? Well, may be nonexistent, but at least 
·· yes, but Whitney (or rather her it's a little more honest to have 
.manager or producer) makes teenyboppers singing to teeny-
sure that she balances each bit boppers than jaded old men 
of ·bubblegum with an ''adult singing to teenyboppers. 
ballad" (aka; schlock with lots Another i~sue to tackle, I 
of strings and an uplifting suppose, is why have teeny-
chorus) like "The Greatest Love bopper music at all? After all, 
of All." Madonna, on the other why can't they just wait until 
har;id, more or less sticks to they get to college, when they 
bubblegum (as opposed to bub- can be inundated by "progres-
blegum sticking to Madonna, sive music," which, in its efforts 
which is an interesting image), t o b e r a d i c ~ 11 y u n -
with occai.sional "lapses" · (aka, teenybopperish, is just as absurd 
a decent sqng) like "Live to most of the time? I m~an, isn't 
Tell." Complex stuff, this is. Morrissey whining about life 
Perhaps the most offensive _ just as tiresome as Debbie , 
thing about teenyhop tunes is Gibson burbJing about how 
-that they are created by adults, great it i~? But that, I am afraid, 
plugged and pushed by adults, is the subj,ect for another dis-
and _ marketed by ~dults to soak cuss ion. 
JAH! Reggae in the MUB! Isla~d Side performs Friday night 
in. the MUB uh. 
Wooden Igloo will be_performing along with the Sneakers at.the StQ.ne Church, Thursday, 
May 12.at 9pm. i ·• • • • • _ 
Benefit for UNH frosh 
On Thursday, May 12 the perform-their brand of original, 
Stone Church will be the scene underground rock and roll mus-
of a benefit for UNH freshman- ic; peppered-with an occaisional 
Nathan Ramsey, a .23 year old covertune.Alsoperformingwill 
quadraplegic from Newmarket. be the Sneakers, described as 
Local talent Wooden Igloo (pie- "50's anq 60's high energy rock 
tured above), formerly Ground and roll band," whose career 
Zero, who recently performed seems on the rise due to a busy 
in: the MUB and were voted best seacoast club schedule and air-
new original_ band_pf 1_98I, ~jll - play o~ WCDQ and WUNH. 
9" 
Proceeds from the show will 
go towards th~ purchase of a 
specially equiped van for Ram-
sey. Tickets are $5 and showtime 
is 9 PM. You must be 21 with 
positive I.D. to attend. The 
Stone Church is located on 
Zion's Hill in Newmarket. For 
- further information call 659-
. 214J. 
Durham Stage Co. gives 
heartfelt performance 
_ Crimes of the Heart 
purham Stage Company, Mill - . together, and pick up th~ir own do. There .. 
. Pond Center lives where their parents so And though not Hollywood 
Saturday, April 30 ruthlessly dropped them too quality, these actresses and 
_ many years -ago. . actors are good. Sure,_ the young 
By Patrik Jonsson It is so difficult to compare lawyer hired to get Babe off the 
You have to treat every play the play to the 1987 movie. They hook seems a little tense, a bit 
judgementally~ like a girl you are both o,utstanding, but in too tense for the part, but it's 
just !]let. You can't let it in too their own ways. It would be as allright. He does fine. Leslie 
close, too fast, or it can get awful difficult to get the homey at- - Smith, as Meg, in her interview 
dissappointing at the end. But mosphereoftheMillPondBarn with the lawyer to see if he's 
when a play moves in seducingly into_ a Hollywood picture as it any good, slip~ out of character 
close, literally sits in your lap, would be to drag Hollywood . a bit. No problem. She's fabu-
.. as the Durham Stage Company's caliber acting back here into loµs, though, when she asks if · 
Crimes of the Heart did Satur- backwoods New Hampshire. there's anything to drink, "to 
day night, it is hard not to write . But just that acting was vital the tune of straight bourbon." 
S • · · 
h h. passionately and single- in making this play so endear- Together, these three ac-
p .. r1n-g e· X 1· 1· ts · _ mindedly about it; even after ing. When you've ascended tresses, Smith, Jody Halley as it's over and gone. _ those creaky wooden stairs up Lenny, and N.J. Kirtland as Crimes of the Heart, of into the loft of the barn, and . Babe, -evoke all the feelings that 
-- The ~~~th of May offer~ two throU:gh ·wednesday, 10 a.m. to course, is Beth Henley's classic folded comfortably down into Henley wrote into this play; the 
opportunities to check out some 4 p.IQ.; Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 Pulitzer Prize winning play those plain old chairs they've magic moment when Babe and 
great artwork on the UNH p.m. and Saturday-and Sunday- · about the three Magrath sisters, got set up there;' it feels as if Lenny can't decide whether to 
campus. Conley Harris, a UNH from 1 to 5 p.m. _ Lenny, Meg and Babe, and their you've just sat down in a _friend's laugh or cry as their grandfather 
pi-ofesser who is retiring this The work of seven UNH struggles to tie back the family livingroom. It's cozy warm. The finally slips off into a coma. The 
spring after 17 years of teaching undergraduates in the Bachelor knots that their parents brutally stage snuggles up like a dog at final scene when they celebrate 
painting and drawing at UNH,- of Fine Arts program will also cut. Their daddy, with the big yourfeet, and you're all set. And their new friendship with birth-
will display his work at the be on display at the University white teeth (''I hated them," the performers could be the day cake. And separately too,_ 
University Art Galleries, located Art Galleries. The exibit will says Meg), left when they were folks next door, from whom you at first, when when the masks 
in the Paul Creative Arts Center, run from May 7 through June little. Their mother hung her- borrow coffee and sugar all the the sisters _wear argue with the 
May 7 through June 24 24. The annual spring show self. Now, manyyears later, they time. Arid you feel a part, too, others' masks. These actresses 
Harris is an accomplished and features the work of seven are brought together on t_he a part of the play, a part of the hold the original spirit of the 
reknowned artist whose art is graduating seniors. Their work morning after Babe has shot her · atmosphere ~nd a part of the play in their hands, like a 
include~ in permanent collec- is varied, including furniture wealthy senator husband, be- community, and, to make a long beautiful feather they've found, 
tions at area museums such as design, sculpture, jewelry, paint- ca~se as she flatly puts it, she sentence much longer~ you wood- and they wear it it tucked into · 
Boston's Museum of Fine Arts ings and drawings. didn't "like his looks."·Of course, er what else there is and why their hats until the end. They 
and Harvard's Fogg Museum. Gallery hours for the BFA that is not the truth, and the the entertainment industry is change from ugly duc~lings to 
Harris'sexibitisentided"Lands- Exibition are Monday through lingering 'Why?' entices and so damn big, and you wonder gracious swans as their feelings 
cape and the Theater: Two Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; ' amuses. But that is just surface how much these people per- are turned inside out and the 
Theme~" and is a sample of Thursday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.; and s.tuff. The play's heart beats forming so splendidly for you pl~y closes. And that's good 
Harrisis work .during the past S!tur~ay an~ Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m. unqerneath the relationship are paid because you want them actmg. · . . 
three years. 1·he galleries are closed on between the three sisters and to be paid with more than just Smalltown theatre 1s what 1t 
Harris's work can be seen Fridays. how they, in various funny and applause because you think they is, and it seduces y_ou like a 
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Safe and Secure 
SUMMER sroRAGE SPECIAL 
· $150 .May-Sept 
Save big with advance payment on 
our·.most popular 4x6 f~ ~i:n 
. Pur~y Self-Sto·rage,, · Dover., 
742-44·22 
'"••KEY· _. .·.· . _. .- , . - ·. 
ii PERSONNEL, •. - ···~ su·· .MMER 1oes. 
, Quality Office }>ersonnel . ·. 
Temporaryand Permanent ' 
Office supp~rt positi~ns 
L<?tus 1,2,3 users, executive secretaries; -
data entry' word . pro~,essOrfr, . 
. reception ists; 
We offer referral .bonoses and 
scholarship opportunities. 
-Call Key pe,rsonal today. for details 
964-9495 
CallPruPASS 
THE PRUDENTIAL PATIENT ADVISORY SUPP()RT SERVICE 
Call PruPASS when your 
doctor recommends hos~ 
• ·pitali.zation or surgery. If 
. you have been admitted 
· 111111 ; to .:a hospital because of 
+;-.,~;. ·i'1~i'i~n1Jt:n-~fgency, Pru PASS 
· , . . ml.is~ be called within two 
· ·• - · working days of admission. 
· If P;ul'ASS is not U$e.d benefits ~ill be .reduced. 
PLEASE REFER TO YOUR I.D.'CARD FOR THE 
i:IEQUIRED INFQR~ATION AND 800 NUMBER , 
LEARN ·~ 
B·ARTEN;D .. IN.G· 
EARN EXTRA INCOME· OR 
land a good summer job 
. SPECIA~ .ONE-WEEK DAY COURSE 
.MAY 23-27 
EASY AND ·FUN ... TEL. :(603)659-3718 
CA"LL MASTER 
OR WRITE ~~J.T~JR~tJ~HP.Ot ... 
TODAY 84 Main Street 
· · Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
How TO MAKE MOM FORGET .. YOU \VERE A GROWING PAIN.·· 
Your mother remembers every time you made her 
worry. Every time you made her ma_d. Every time 
you didn't listen. Every dish yo~ broke~ Every night 
you got home late. But you can make her forget all 
that. Just by sending her flowers from Ganison Hill 
this Mother's Day, May 8th. Place your order and we'll 
send Mom your flowers, whether she's across town 
or acr~ss the country. And we'll make sure they're 
the most beautiful, most peifect flowers she 'ever 
saw. Because one thing we know about moms, they _ 
~o remember every time you made them proud. 
· FTD PreseIVes Jar Bouquet . 
_ S'Y3Il Bouquet 
Thleflora Golden Bows Candy Dish 
Golde,n Bows Pitcher 
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@ITTm 11rr11on ·h1ll 1reenhouses.1nc-. 
835 Central Avenue • Dover, NH 03820 • 603-7 42-2060 
~ · . · .. . 
l YOU'VE INVESTED · IN YOUR 
EDUCATION, NOW BUILD YOUR 
FUTURE WITH A COMPANY · · ·· 
THAT INVESTS IN YOU~ ~::~~~~u~~:~::~n 
into a career with Chemlawn, North·America·s leader in the Landcape Service Industry. 
Chemlawn is "a progressive company with close to 200 corporately owned branches servicing 1.8 
million customers throughout 46 states and Canada. We employ the largest number of agronomists 
and horticulturists in private industry in the United States.. Our more than. 5000 employees include 
research scientists, specialists, administrative, technical and managerial personnel as wel l as 
· sur,port staff. 
For college grads joining us as Customer Service Specialists we offer: 
■ Excellent Starting,.Salar-Y---- ■ Medical & Dental Insurance 
■ Extensive on-going training ■ Life Insurance .. " 
■ Rapid .advancement on merit ■ Paid Holidays & VacationJj 
■ Profit-Sharing & Matched Savings ■ Relocation Assistance AyO,!l<lble 
' - ' i' ~;i 
If you are· talented, motivated . and have been schooled in the following disciplines: Plant Sci- . 
ence/Horticulture, Forestry, Natural Resources, Environmental Studies, Agronomy, Biology or 
related fields, WE'D LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
•
. ·CHM.·.· . 1.AAAI.. . .(B,·. NOTHING GROWS LIKE / 
- A CHEMLAWN CAREER 
Equal Opportunity Employer --- - . ---------------- .-
Please fill out and mail to: CHEMLAWN, 15 Charlotte Ave., Hicksville, NY 11801 
I Attn: Ms. Evalynne ·Katz I 
I · Nome _______________ / I 
I HomeAd~ress Zip ---- P~one ·# ( , ) - · - - -___ I 
I 
School Address ____ ________ Zip---- Phone# ( l - ~--- I 
I Am □ over 21 □ under 21 
I· My.Major i-------.,.- GPA _ ___ My Minor .is ---- --GPA - -- I 
I I will graduate in ----. -. ----,---- The best time to reach me is -------- I 
. . month/year ' . .- . -' I 
·. ••• I . I most prefer to (work in) relocate to: □ Conn>--. 0 R.I. C NY C NJ O MA .. 0 SO. NEW HAMPSHIRE J 
. ;~ r:mc ' }('d/J;>,<',~, ~,~ ,,.,.~,,.,.N'.'' '¾;\¥<'1'¢i'fA¾•', ,~,'ii'. ,,...,,,,_, ,'.,,..i>'J'f'f,►;,"'-;;.,...,,.J.(&W0 :;;:,.;:v.;~,;:;:.r ~r:r.r.m"';:;;; .... , .• ,~::W,;w~:;-~~.1,t:«-;;~., .. -;,,;::,.,,..J,;.. . 
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- -- . 
. ~ - ~~-----------. - . . · --. ~~~.--~-- -·- ··· ·- ~- --- -· ·--- ·-..___ 11111111■.11111 . --
MQTHER ·Goose .&·GRIMM . by Mike Peters ·· TRAVEL 
, HCW ~1.-171 KNOW 
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11-IE. 1lUNG?. .. IT Jl)GT 
srorrev w~rTING: 
KUDZU 
l)OR15, YOU H~VE 
. RE915.,-EDTREA1'MENT 
i:DR YOUR C~OC.01..A,E 
HABI,.- HERE AT,Hf 
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, Calvin CJnd . Hob~es · 
IT WORKEP, 
ICAN WALK, 
· I CAN WALK. -. 
By Doug Marlette 
by Berke Breathed 
WHY WN'T YOV 
&o.WUl(Jf(K? 
f)() 80M€1H!NG /YIORe 
MeANIN&F(Jt. 1HflN 
. _J(J5T/?€Pl?OP(IC/NG .,. 
/ 
IN RIC1; vi/Sr 
&erflvr/Jr 






. by Bill , Wat.terson 
~,om BOST.ON·· 
Round Tr ,ps 
; ' ,, s,.,, ,ng ., 
.LONDON ; 369 . 
LUXEMBUR(l . 348 . 
BRUSSELS 418 . 
TOKYO 649: · 
CARACAS 360· 
Taxes not included. 
A.LSO : Worh - Study Abroad. 
Language Courses. Int ·1 Student ID . 
Youth Host_el PaS!leS.EURAIL Passes 
· issued on the spot 1 
Call for the FREE CIEE Studtmt , . . 
Travel Catalog 1 
Boston 617-26U9~ 
Cambridge 617-497-1497 
Amherst 413-256-1261 . 
COU_NSELOR/ -
TEACHER -:, 
Leader in qual ity programs 
for Youth at Risk s eeks 
Counselor/Teachers tor 
', 
ye a r-ro u n d w i Ide rn e s.·s, 
camps inFL, NC, RI_, VT and 
NH. Child care/college ex- . 
perience p_r,eferred . Excel-. 
lent salary and benefits. , 
' . '. 
For more informaHon and to 
apply Call Marita Schneider 
at.1 /800-537~0039 or send 
resume to: ·· 
'ECKERD FAMILYYOUTH 
AL TERNAT-IVES, INC. 
P.O. Box 27223 
Elmwood Station 
Providence, Ri 02907 . 
EOE -m ....... 
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* AnSc 400 
* Anth 411 
Arts 532 
Arts 551 
* Arts 574 
~iol 403 
* Bot 412 
* CiE 520 
•CMN 402 
CMN 403 
* Econ 401 
* Econ 402 
* Engl 401 
* Engl 401 
* Engl 401 
* Engl 513 
* Engl 515 
* Engl 586 
* Engl 632 
* Esci 401 
Fren 501 
* Geog 402 
* Hist 436 
* Hist 510 
Intr 530 
Math 401 
· Math 402 
Math 405 
* Math 420 
* Math 420 
*,Math 425 
Math .426 




* Phil 401 ,,. 
* Polt 401 
* Polt 402 
* Psyc 401 
* Psyc 571 
* Soc 400 
* Soc 400 
* Soc 520. 
* Soc 540 
* Thea 435 
Business Statistics 
. Financial Accounting 
Managerial Accounting 
Survey of Fin. Accounting 
Survey of Marketing 
Intro. to Qrg. Behavior 
Food and People 




Principles of Biology 
Introductory Botany 
Lab for Above 
Environmental Pollution 
Communkation & Social Order 
Public Speaking 
Principles of Esonomics Macro 




Intro. to English Literature _ . 
Survey of American Literatun~ 
Introduction to \-:Vomen Writers 
Fiction 
Prir,cip!cs 0f Geology I . -
Review of French 
Reg. Geog . of Non-Wbt. World , . 
Western Civihzation 
Hist. Survey of American Civiliza,tion 
Conversational Sign Lab 
Elementary Math I 






Introduction to Music 
Survey of Music in America 
Nursing Leadership 
Nutrition in Health & Disease 
Introduction to Phiio'sophy 
Politics and Society 
American Govt. & Politics 
Introduction to Psychology 
The Great Psychologists 
Introductdry Sociology 
- Intrnductory Sociology 
The Family 
Social Problems 
· Introduction to Theater 
* General Education Requirements. 
























































































































4 M /T/ W/R 










4 M/T/W.1 R 
4 · T/R 
2 M!W 
4 T/R 
4 M \,V.R 
4 M 1W 
4 M·T,R 
4 M· rR 
4 T'R 
4 f\.1 ,TR 
,4 MT\\' I~ 
4 . Mi\'\' 
4 M \\' . R 
4 f\-1'\\' R 
J:30-8:30 pm 
6, :00-8:30 pm 
6:00-8-:00 pm 
9:00-11 :30 am 
· 6:00-8:00 pm 
8:30-11 :30 am 
6:00-8:00 pm 






















































































































































































































-c ombine the advantages of UNH at Manchesterwith 
opportunities for work, recreation and cultural develop-
ment that exist in the _largest city in northern New England. 
Use your summer to catch up, explore new areas of interest or 
· to get started on a collegedegree. Five summer sessions will be 
offered, starting May 23. Call 668-0700 for further information. 
Five Summer Sessions Offered: 
1. May 23-June 20 4. June 22-August 17 
2. May 23-July 6 5. July 7-Augt1-st 17 
3. May 23-Augu_st 17 · · · 
To register with VISA or Maste_rC~td call UNHM at 668-0700. 
220 Hackett Hill Rd. • Manchester, NH 03102 
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· by Bob Durlif!g 
· by .Michael F. Dowe 
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11 WHILE WE . BE 
by Kurt Krebs 
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'§ , * A BENEFIT FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
8 * A DANCE CLUB WITH THE LATEST- 0 
._88 § TECHNOLOGY· '- 8 
· o . . - . 8 
§ , · , _ SUNDAY MAY 8th 8-12 pm - 0 
g ~~00()0~ . . . ·. . . ~008 
I . -
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Esthetic 
_ Dentistry· .
• can 110w give 
you the 
dazzling smile 
· you've always 
-dreamed of. 
Esthetic Dentistry helps you 
smile with confidence. 
Exciting new advances in Esthetic Dentistry_ such as 
cosmetic bonding, porcelain veneer and bleaching can -
correct the following: . 
• chipped or broken teeth due to accident 
· or sports injury , 
• irregular or unusually large spaces 
. between teeth 
• obvious discoloration 
• -rotated or misaligned teeth 
• loose teeth due to gum problems 
• esthetic reshaping of natural teeth 
Esthetic Dentistry can give you a more pleasing· 
. smile than even nature provided. 
You'll be amazed by the results 
of Esthetic Dentistry. 
Here is an exaniple of the dramatic jmprovements 
Esthetic Dentistry can make in your smile. ,' . · . '.I 
·Before 
.Extreme spacing and ir-
regular tooth position 
caused by tooth loss and 
severe gum problems: 
. After 
A combination of crowns 
and bonding created a 
more pleasing smile. 
The art and science of Esthetic Dentistry · 
by Dr. Allen .Sitomer 
Esthetic Dentistry requires skill and experience to 
· be performed successfully. Dr. Allen Sitomer has 
been a leader in -this ,field in the New England area 
and · has helped hundreds of patients restore their 
smile and bring a new outlook on their lives. 
' Dr. Sitomer has had formal specialty training at 
Boston University School of Graduate Dentistry and 
was Staff Prosthodontist at Boston's Brigham and 
Women's Hospital. He· is a member of the American 
· College of Prosthodontics. · 
·Among .his patients are entertainment, sports and 
business professionals. 
\ 
"-- The fee for Esthetic Bonding is $35 pe'r tooth. 
To find out how Dr. Sitomer can help you aeTIC an appointment. ~ 
-Dr. Allen Z. Sitomer 
DENTISTRY D.D.S. M.Sc.D. 
Complete Family Dentistry 
PROSTHODONTIST 
Also specializinJ( in Crowns, Brirlf(eworh, Denture~ 
r~ -" ' .. :-, 





Typing, Selection of Pape_r and En_velopes 
Plus · __ 
_ -~5 copi~s * .2l_~nv~lo~s · * 25_~tra_ s~~ts of pa~r _ ,, 
._,- f . 
I , 
__ Changes eJMi}y mat!_!!._!!!_it~ our One Year "!'e"!_<!!_Y ~torage 















Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & Ci.>NFIDENTIAL 
-pregnancy -testing . 1~· 
-counseling & informatior>-$ C, (,~ -
' ~practical support · · _ 
HOTLINE 749_44;{1 
90-W.ashingwn· S1Fee1 
Suire ~06 B, Do;er, NH 
- . -: - - - . -~--\ . - , ~ . •·---~ , . - .. 
Resumes · * 
0 Resumes to Help You Get Results 
* Writing 
* Typing * 
* Updates 
-* Computer Storage_, " 
· * Cover Letters 
~ Interviewing Tips 
* We Come to You 0 call evenings - 868-1620 
we Promise y OU A Summer . 
In ,A Rose Garden _ 
-ll1 State Street, Portsmouth, N.H. 0380l' 
(60:l) ,131-5111 
: We have immediate need for full-time and part-time as sistan_ce 
during sem-ester breaks and-during semester sessions. D_uties to · 
(, .. _ .,..-.~---- --•. --.-.-.--.-.- ---.--:_---.~-;.--■.-;..---;.---:,---. -=.~-;.~-;..-;.~-;.-;_-;_~-;.~-;.■;.-;.-;.-;."-;.-;.■;.-;.-;.-;_,-.. 11 include greenhduse construction, maintaince and repair of electrical, 
WORK OUTDOOlfS . 
THIS SUMMER 
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE _ LEARN 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT 
AT.PINE 1S1.ANDDAY CAMP 
2849 BROWN AVE. 
MANCHESTER,. NH 03~03_. 
' · CALL 627-5637 
FOR INFORMATION 
controls, piping systems, painting, and ground maintaince. _ We 
will train, and promise a tan in exchange for r~liable sum~er · 
. staff. 
· Minimum starting pay 5.50/hr 
- An equal opportunity employer · 
Hours include 7am to 3:30pm Mon-Fri 
with overtime available 
Apply in pers<;m 10am-3:30pm Mon-Fri 
Elliot 'and William 









( ,H,El·~~ .. ~f ~~f ~~~~~~;::,:~;::;,~ 
1984 T Qyota Hi-Lux piek-up truck with 1987 
· CAP; very gpod conditio!l.4-speed: $39,50 
Swim lnsfruetor.'all levels. WSI required : FU.L COAST OF MAINE. COUPLE WITH 
. Cl.u_b ·benefits .. Call Great Bay Racquet A THREE YEAR OW CHILD AND BEAU-
or best offer. 86S:-5122. 1 • 
Center, Rt. 188, Newmarket 659.-3-151. _ TIFULWATERFRONTHOME SEEK LIVE-
IN BABYSITTER FOR SUMMER MONTHS. 
Baby sitte,r -- reliable per.son to babysit 
1982 GL Subaru Wag~·lil, 5 speed, 83,000 2 J/2 year old .. ~ust be availaole ttirough . 
miles, silver< ·good C'Onditib'n( asking $1500. . , . suminer. RefereAces required: 868-752_8. 
Call 86-8-2141 . '.-, . Otfioe Workers Needed: Four coll~ge·work. 
' ;78 °Che.vy Chevette.,ixcelJerit condition, Study positions available at the Social . 
great 00 . rust ;-Aew br-a.~es, recent tune- Security Office in P9rtsmouth, NH. Pays 
, up: Call -Judy at 868-7278. $600 "" - $6.00 per hour. Su.mmer positions availaq-le. 
Call 43~-0716. . 
- VINTAGE: D~ESSES,-- (..arg~ as~ortment' . 
of vintage dresses, never worn at $10 each-
cash. All saJes final, no refunds; no returns, 
no .. exchi3nges: Gall 603-659-5513 
BMW R~O/fr Motorcycle. 900 cc, 1975 
ToLJririg biKe with 31,0_00_miles. AM/FM 
stereo, h'ard bag~ and much more. $2250. 
207-698~4514 -
AKC Goid~n Retrievers, 4;males left Call 
742-6901 -anci -ask tor_Nancy or Rick · 
19t32 BM~ ?28e, blue m-atallic, buffalo 
leather, 64,000 miles,.autoinatic, sunroof, 
, loaded. Call Chug Perry at 778-0563 
1974 VW Super .Beetle. runs well; ahl-
season r?dial tires. Must sell. $700. 868-
1049 
FOR SALE: Raleigh Grand Prix 1 b speed _ 
bicylce. ·excEfllent mod~I .and condition . 
Rece"riJly serviced, new tires. $90 or best 
offer. 659-2567. 
Toy'.ota longed truck with cap, strong 
engine; runs excellent. good tires, 80,000 
highw,ay miles, $1 ,500 or B / 0, Call Theresa 
at 4_33-2626. 
SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
EARN $2500--$3500. PIRGs hiring summer 
staff in 60 cities including Boston, DC, 
Berkeley, Cape Cod, Philadelpt-lia, Seattle, 
Miami, Chicago, Boulder, Coiumbus. Ca-
reer dpportunities .also available. Call Kate 
toll-tree 1 -800~622-2202. 
CAMP COUNSELORS .-: E[ght week_ day· 
camp for special needs youth plus two days 
orientation. Must have experience and/or 
sincere interest in working Wifh handi-
capped youngsters. For more information, 
· contac;:t; by May 5, 1988; Camp Holiday, 
· Barbara Rule, Camp Director, P.O. Box 
224,' Keene. NH 03431, (603) 352-5556 
. FOR SU'MMER. HELPER. FOR HANOI- . 
CAPPED PERSON. $6/HR. DUTIES: PER-
SONAL CARE - YUCK! VAN DRIVING, 
BEACHING, FUI\INING - YEAH!! GREAT 
BOSS. CALL DAN AT 692-4764. 
SOUTHWESTERN CO.: Earn 
$1,599/rrionth, travel, get business ex-
perience.• Mail name, school_ phone and 
address to: SUMMER WORK, PO BOX 
1766, Brookline Mass, 02146. 
Loft with bookshelves, 2 outlets, mattress. · SUMMER JOBS - LE1 GUE of Conser-
$125.00 Call 868-5149. vation Voters needs brigh,, energetic 
Selling_ 1979 V.W. Bus. Works well; expec-
table rust, but sound. Nice-interior $950. 
CaH Karl at 7 42-4214 after 10 PM or bet9re 
9:30 AM. Also, P.V. Special 130 watt amp. 
$250. -
people to fundraise and organize on acid 
rain, toxics, clean air. Help elect environ-
mental leaders to Congress and state office 
i.n '88. Training ,' benefits, advancement.. 
$160-400/week. Permanent ,positions 
available. ·Mon-Fri 1:30-10:30 pm. Ca .. LCV 
198-4 '..il'Joyota Pick-Up with 1987 Cap,,,._,c... at 430-8312. 43 Congress- St. Ste 2, 
(removable) . 4-speed. Great condition Portsmouth; NH 03801 
throughout. Beige beauty. No rust. Asking 
$395>0. 868-5122. 
19" Lawn Boy Mower, 4 years old. Great 
condition, asking $70- A Steal! 
1981 -HonG!a A,cc.ord A/C FM/Cass, 5 
speed, new brakes. Georgia highway miles, 
runs great, reliable. $1200 (433-4432). 
'71 Oldsmobile Cutlass Surpreme. 115,886 
miles, a classic! $700 or best otter. Call 
868-2466. 
Downhill Skis & Poles-Boots on racks- size 
8 $35.00. 3 Suitcase·s - $10 total. K & E_ 
Drafting Machines 48"- Value $400 for 
$125- Call 868-2123. 
THE FAR SIDI 
MLM Jean-Pierre Sand is looking tor s~lf 
( motivated, entrepreneur type professional 
people. We o~n a manufacturing fragrance 
'he-us·e iA France. We .are launching·our 
range of genuine !'ierfumes, skin care 
products, and colognes in the U.S. Free 
details. 603-623-4836 Box 5772, Manches-
ter NH_. 03108. Free Details. 
Looking for summer employment? We are 
a personnel · service that offers a variety 
· of temporary office positions in the Northern 
Mass, Southern NH, and Southern ·ME 
areas. We ofter top wages, a $25 referral 
bonus, and scholarship opportunities. Call 
Key personnel today tor detail~. 964-9495 
By GARY LARSON 
The untold ending of D.B. Cooper 
1 (POSSIBLY LONGER) 'FREE ROOM AND 
BOAFW, PLUS PAY'. CALL STE\{E OR 
LAURA 207-439-2057. 
ENTREPRENEURS - Start yo.ur own 
business today! Regardless of .your age, 
experience, or financial statiJs,.lnteq1ati0nal 
- Network Marketing Systems has the proven 
system for your tinanciai _success. Call 
(20Y) 439-7043. Or send a riesume to P.O 
Box 144, PortSIT,lOUth, NH 03801 .. 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - Fine, res.i-
dential camp for girls in Vt. seeking women · 
counselors/instructors, mid-June through 
mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing ,1 . . 
riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ce-
r2 . nics, arts and Qrafts, field sports, trippi,-ig 
instructors. Non-sm_okers, gooq character, 
and love of children.· Call· or write Lbchearn 
Camp, Box 500,. Post-Mills, VT. 05058. (802) 
333-4211 . ' . 
Kids Camp C~unselor (6-9) WSI and First 
Aid required. 'Call or stop by· Great Bay 
Racquet .-Center, Rt.108, Newmarket 659-
3151 , 
NEWMARKET Female roommate needed 
to share 3 bdrm. apart. w/2 female non-
smokers. Will have own bdrm. 4 miles from 
campus. Karivan stops across St. at City 
Hall. June-May lease. $225 per month all 
utilities inc. Already found possible summer-
subletters. Call· ASAP Sheri at 862-4668. 
Hampton Beaeh three bedroom house-
fully furnished tor 19'88-89 semester 
periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at.(617) 
851-0747. , 
Quiet female writer, commencing graduate 
· stud y i'n September, ~seeks apart- . 
ment/cottage/room in a peaceful, country 
setting. If you can help, please call collect 
1-207 -371-2500 
Dover- 1-3 bedroom, 1-4 bedw9m, living 
mom, kitchen and bath. Near Kari-van 
route. Available June 1st. Lease required, 
no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 pm 
DURHAM- 2 bedroom apt., unfurnished 
or furnished ($25 extra/mo.), newly car-
peted, in quiet wooded location overlooking 
Oyster River, less than 1 mile from UNH. 
Fireplace. Appliances. Lease. References. 
$500/mo. tor one person, $600/mo: tor 
two. 868-7530. 
Summer Suplet! 3-bedroom apartment in 
the Red Towers on Maine Street!!! Spa-
cious, beautiful- $175.00/rnonth (or best 
offer)- CalrLorri ASAP: 862-4461. 
1 bedroom available tor female in newly 
renovated, convenient 2 bedroom Dover 
apt. For summer and or academic year. 
$500 for entire summer May 20 - Aug 28, 
$225 a month for fall. Call Cathy or Christine 
742-0632. 
Newmarket: Female roommate needed to 
share 3 bedroom apt. with 2 female non-
smokers. You will .have your own large 
bedroom. 4 miles from campus. Kari-Van 
stops across the street. June to May lease, 
$225 per month. All utilities included: We 
have already found possible summer 
subletters. Call ASAP Sheri 862-4668._ 
4 females needed to sablet Madbury Rd .. 
apartment for the summer. 4 bedrooms, 
EXCELLENT LOCATION!!! Available Masy 
31 . For more information call Liz at 868-
. 7506. 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- small 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda 
at 862-1020 if she's yours or if you' re 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kitt~n? 
HEWARD- Lost a pair of prescrption Ray 
ban's. Black in a black case with a leather 
. strap. If found ~a.II. ERIC 430-9972 
Croteau in Congreve. Curn on over a_nd 
see me some time. I miss your mustache 
arid your pleasant smile. XXXXOOOO, .BIG 
Leon. · 
A PAIR OF KEYS WERE FOUND ON THE 
BENCH OF THE BUS STOP RIGHT 
ACROSS FROM TOWN AND CAMPUS. 
FOR MORE INFO. PLEASE CONTACT: 
LITSA (FROM 7:00 PM to 1 O:OOPM) AT 7 49-
. 9077 
FOUND: Gold, heart-shaped locket, found 
in B-lot. Contact Lisa in 225. 862-4206 
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and chest. 
Double pawed. Leather collar with studs: · · 




ROBYN - \ This is my way of letting the rest 
of UNH know how much I love you. Happy 
,18th Birthday 5/5/88!! Love, Sam 
CORRECTION: THE CLUB COKE MAS-
SIVE WAY COOL DANCE CLUB IS BEING 
HELD° IN THE "GRANITE STATE ROOM 
IN THE MUB," AT 8-12 PM ON SUNDAY 
MAY 8TH! 
TO THE ONE WHO LIKES TO DANCE: 
CLUB COKE IS HOLDING A HIGH TECH 
DANCE FOR YOU AND IT'S FREE. SEE 
YOU THERE SUN. MAY 8TH, 8-12 PM, 
GRANITE STATE ROOM. 
HEY! - We're missing a show! Groupies 
don't miss shows--does this mean we're 
, not groupies? God, I'm so relieved! Gotta 
love that MBTA hat, no?? And Mixed 
Emotions by request - eek! Do you realize 
we've . never seen those guys in th_e 
daylight? 
YOU WITH THE HOT TAN, IT COULD BE 
BETTER TO TAN WITH TUNES! SEE YOU 
AT SPRINGFEST '88,,MAY 8TH STARTING 
AT 12 PM OH: .. AND BRING THE OIL. 
GENTS CONCERT!! Tickets went on sale 
yesterday in the MUB ·ticket office. Get 
yours TODAY! Friday, May 13, 8:00 John-
son Theatre. Good Singing Good Times! 
NH GENTLEMEN CONCERT!! Friday, April 
13, 8:00 Johnson Theatre. Be sure to get 
a ticket! Tickets on sale in MUB ticket office: 
Don't miss the fun. 
Debbie and Lisa, ·Have fun in Lom1on! Don't 
forget us. Love, Shelby and Joy. ·--
Debbie, We knew you could do it! Love Shel, 
Mel,T. Barbara and Tracey 
Mark and Erin: Thanks tor the ride to Bostor 
I really appreciated it. Oh and Mark, thank~ 
tor the great fashion yonsulting, Barb. 
,;I- -
:JME - Here it is, your long awaited and 
much deserved personal! Happy 7 months 
- I love you ... KAS · · 
Jeannie--Hang,Jn there! The cheese is 
coming! I promise! ·- · 
PINK FLOYD - Foxborough Sunday, May 
8. TICKETS. 5 Good seats. Call 868-7532 
ask for Chris. 
Gwen, 3 days seemed like 3 months, I 
missed you more than I can say, All my 
love Mark. 
Bri, Sue & Donald (my little circle of friends!!) 
Thanks tor a great two years. I am going 
to miss you guys next year. OooTtorget 
me!! Keep in touch. Kathy. · 
KPT -- I miss you! Hope your exams are 
all you expected and more! Rule #37: Never 
buy a record that- has "Polka"· in its titl.e. 
, See ya soon, dude. Love, Spam. 
. PINK FLOYD .- ·Need to TRADE Friday May 
6 tickets for Saturday, May 7. PLEASE CALL 
. NOW - 868-5994 
TO THE UNH WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
. TEAM - Keep on pushing yourselves, no 
'r'nat t•er what happens you're all winners 
in my eyes. --A.A. 
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKST08E!! 
PAGE TWENTY-FIVE 
Professional couple ,: early 30's seek! to 
legally adopt, give loving home to newborn. 
Will pay medical bills. Call collect (201) 
747~5845. . 
D.O. and Chris:' nice job on Sat, I had tun! 
I never realized how much I didn't know(-
-but if looking like a chipmunk is the price 
you pay tor such broad and. "trivial" 
knowledge,J think I'll just rf::lmain my humble 
sel,f!) Dartm.outh and UConn, eat your _ 
hearts out!! 
Rebecca, HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY!!!!!! 
--Lisa and Marleoe 
1C/ 2C RULES * * 1C/ 2C RULES** 1C/ 
2C RULES!!! -
· WEEBLE! So when are we going to go have 
those THREE (ugh) pitchers? EFld of this 
week? --Your pal with the Binkley hairdo. 
Yo Vinnie - HEY Dude!!! HAPPY 2'1 st 
BIRTHDAY!!!! I wish I could be there to 
celebrate with ya! I miss ya like crrraaazy!!! 
Can't wait till you get back! I love ya - Lizard 
LDM - Be happy, you're stilil EXXXCEL-
LENT! Love OM 
TO: Amy, Darcee, Liz, Corrine, MB, Heather, 
Kirsten, Pam, LoreA, Danielle, Andra, 
Kristen, Jean, Chris, Kathy, Tina, Jen, 
Diane, Audrey, and last but not least LDM 
and Mule - WE MADE IT!!!!!!! CONGRAT-
ULATIONS!! I love' ya - Liz(C) 
Lisa & Trish - Looks lik.e you twe are in 
charge Aow ... HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA-
HAHAHAHA!!! Lov~. Marj 
Warm, caring, adventurous prot_essional 
c·ouple WOJJld like to adopt a newborn child. 
If you, or someone you know is -looking tor . 
a loving home tor your baby, call Gregg 
and Judy (603) 463-5575 or our. lawyer 
· .Davis Bamford (603) 868-2414 it you_prefer. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sional quality. Spelling accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037. 
ENTREPENEURS - Start your own bus-
iness- today! Regardless of your age, 
experience, or financial status, International 
Network Marketing Systems has the proven 
system tor your financial success. Call 
(207} 439-7043. Or send a resume to P.O. 
Box 144, Porsmouth, NH 03801. 
Ad option : Lo" i n g Co u p I e; phys i -
' cian/psychologist, wishes to adopt new-
bo-rn. Welcoming warm family. Expenses 
paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie collect 
212-724-7942. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sion! quality. Spelling accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself ti'!le & money by ca_lling 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037 
SONGWRITERS- -Five-week Lyric Work-
shop with ,professional lyricist. Berklee . 
faculty. Evenings. Pat Pattison 926-5006. 
Basic Bike Ma;intenance. Saturday. April 
3.0, 10 AM - Noon at the Great Bay Racquet 
Center, Rt. 108, Newmarket. $2 members, 
$3 non-members. 
Most people can only consume 1-1 1 / 2 
drinks per h_our and stay below their legal 
limit Remer11ber, ,body weight rate of 
consumption, emotional state and physical 
condition will all influence alcohol's effects 
, on you. Know your limit. More into. call 
Health Services 862-3823 . 
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared 
needles since 1978, you might be at risk · 
tor AIDS. For tree, anonymous and non-
judgmental Ams antibody counseling 
and/or testing call the office of Health 
Educat_ion arid Promotion, Health Services 
center, UNH 862~3823. 
But most of all, 
. remember the Crew's 
love, laughs, 
friendship & fun! 
HAPPY _20th JEN!!! 
j. 
/ 
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CREW •(cont•frompage28) , T--,ack--s· ter·s_ 
torious -·p-redecess0-rs, wasn't ~ c 
about to let Harvard escape qualify for 
Durham uncscathed, either. 
They put together an open 
water victory worthy of the 
following praise: "They: had the 
best row of the day, the best ratio 
(drive/recovery) and in warm 
up ,had quickness that made the 
boat'Jook so light_ that they 
weren't putting out effort, but 
·-·speed," said coach Allsopp. 
"The boat rowed well; best 
we've had all year, clean and 
efficient," readily agreed senior 
Joe (Scoach) Golden, bow man, 
a seat he has occupied for his · 
past three seasons. · · 
"We'll need ,to g,~t better if 
we are going to win the Dad 
Vails," he quickly added. 
The Freshman lost a close one 
by thr,ee seconds to the Crimson, 
but had beaten an Exeter crew 
by a length on the previous day. 
· "We beat Exeter with a new 
_strategy where we throw in ten 
overstrokes (flutter ten) in the _ 
middle of the race and it worked 
pretty well," said freshman 
Dave Lewis, "but we lost the 
Harvard race on the sprint and 
a poorly rowed body of the race 
whete .we didn't set the boat up 
well." 
The crews will prepare for 
the New Englands this weekend 
to be followed by the Dad Vails 
next weekend. Where does the 
UNH va-rsity sta~d fqr t!ie Dad 
Vails? "Florida Institute of 
Technology is the crew ·to beat 
this spring," said Allsopp, coach 
·of a varsity: that has shown ah 
ability to hang tough in close 
races and an ability to supply 
power when needed on the 
sprints. "If FIT is struggling 
·to stay· ahead, we know' we can 
1win." · 
UNH has never won the Dad 
Vail Cup, and to do so is quite 
an accomplishll)ent. Can UNH, 
which is off to its best start of 
the season, have its },est finish? 
The men's UNH track team 
was competing in the Perin 
Relays this past Thursday · 
_ through Saturday and at the ·· 
Brown In_yitatiofial on Sunday. 
Ih the Penn Relays UNH was 
highlighted by a sixth pla.ce:shot 
put toss from Junior David 
Weisser. He threw for 51' O". 
T1:le mile. rel~y t~am consistip.g 
of Joe Aimasian, Darrel Covell, Richter and Carol Weston com-
Mark Maioriello and Brian Gori, -peted in the Penn relays. Wes-
finished fourth in the heat, at - . ton took fourth in the open 
3:17.8. · , ·· division of javelin with a toss · 
--At Brown, Covell finished of 142-8. Richter finished sixth 
second in the half mile at 1:50.4, in the championship division 
·,tying the school reco'rd fpr that of the javelin with a toss of 149-
event. Sophomore Randy Hall 10. 
, p~aced fourth in the 300m Suri:day at Fitchburg Sandy 
steeplechase at 9:32. Richter took first.in the javelin 
In women's action with a throw of 142-4. The two 
'SP·ORTSWRITING? 
Anyone . wJ:/i/"{s" ~i'nterested in 
writing~sports next semester for-
T he New Hampshire, come to 
our.first Sports staff meeting, 
Tuesday May 3, Room 151 
the MUB at 7 p.m. 
Any questions contact 5-P'!ri-s 
Editors Rich D'Avolio or Mik 
Stinson at 862-1490. 
Join Our Team! ,' 
N.E.'s 
mile relay team ·of Tammy ' 
Toselli , Dawn Enterlein, Me-
lissa Bart and Je-n Halstead took 
second and qualified for the 
New Englands. Toselli and 
. Enterlein will also compete in 
the 1500 and 800 met,ers, respec-
tively. Also qualifying for the 
New Englands wereJen Briggs 
in the 10,000 meters , and the 
mile-relay team of Julie Weekes, 
- Betsy Ewert,, Tyche Hotchkiss, 
and Carolyn Sedgewick. 
Previous qualifiers include 
Weston and Richter in their 
· respective events, as ,well as 
Karen Wenmark in the hammer 
and discus,s, ~nd Chia Movizzo 
i~ tbeJ1ammer. 
The men'-s team's next meet 
is May seventh in the Eastern 
Intercollegiate at Central Conn. 
State. The women's next meet 
is ar 'the New England Cham-
pionships also taking plac;:e pn 
May seventh. · 
-W.LAX 
(continued from ''page 27)' _ · 
- ' 
eleven seconds -after Harvard 
had tied it up. , _ _ 
· · UNH managed to hold this 
lead for almost eight· minutes 
before Harv,ard once again . 
ev·en:ed· the score with _7 :58 
remaining. This set the ·stage 
for Harva,rd's fin:algoalat 24:53. 
. While the Wildcats played 
well against a fine opponent, 
it should take time to reflect 
what happened after the half. 
"We mentally broke. down in 
the end of the second. We didn:,t 
comt out as strong as we should 
have," said McBarron. 
Today the women's lacrosse . 
~e~_m travels to Builington for-
a 3:30 matchup a;gainst the 
University of Vermont in its 
final game of the season. 
Three Stereos for 
the Price of 1.3 
*word Association 
. (603) 659-2423 
-We dQn't have to tell you about the advantages of a personal stereo--'.· the Sony Walkman® 
and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the digitai clarity of compact 
_ disc portable and economical. But the "personal" in personal stereo is good news and bad 
news. You can listen without bothering the rest of the world (or the world bothering you), 
but until -recently it's,be~ri impossible to share the sounds. If you wanted portable music. 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out and buy a ."blaster" (for a bit more . than · 
you paid for your WalkinanJ, and if you wanted decent sound back at the dorm you were 
in for some real expense. 
Introducing Speakerack™ by Galax. 
It starts with a pair of fully portable 
1 amplified · dynamic speakers that • 
pump out more clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
perso~al stereo, separate , 
the speakers and you've . 
got a dorm full of sound .. 
Snap thein onto their thermoplastic· framework , 
and you've got a."blaster" complete with.carrying strap.and a place for y~~-r ste,reo .. 
We're the Campus Connection™ and we think electronic equipment costs too much. By 
the time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store .... everybody has some of your money except you. Our solution 
is cut out most of the distribution network so we can afford to sell the Speakerack for $39. 
We're so excited about the ·sound of these speakers we. guarantee you'll love the soUI)d or 
your money back--'no questions asked. 
Please send me ,_Speakerack TM amplified 
speaker system(s) for $39 each. 
Name~·--------------
_-.Address __ --,-_________ _ 
City/State/Zip _________ _ 
Telephone# ( ) ____ .....;..._ _ _ 
□ Payment enclosed 
· El MasterCard card # _ e~p . 
□ Visa signature · ,, _ . · -_ -
califom~ r~nts add_ ~les tax. Allow 4~6 weeks for shipping. 
Full refund if returned within 30 days.· · 
the Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 ·. . · 
: ~ 0573 Ylest Pico Blvd. •Suite 21 o Los Angeles, , CA 90064. 
{heCampus 
Coririection 
the mail order student store 
/ , 
Dept. NHR9 • 10573 West Pico Blvd. 
Suit~ 21 O • Los Angeles, CA 9Q064 
e 1988 Elec:tronic:s Trading Company. "the-~ Connection,• "the ma!! ~der.student store,·. ~ .-~J(erac;k" ~re trademarks ~f Electronics Trading' eornpanv 
Word Processing • rryping • Transcription 
Durham, New Hampshire 
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- ·MEN~S LAX---(conti~ued from.page 28)-__. 
for the game with 3 goals and - · . he scored unassisted at 10:23 
one assist. Providence rounded of the third to close the gap to 
out_ the scoring in the first one goal as the teams headed 
quarter that was dominated by to the fourth quarter. 
the wildcats. Although UNH . -New Hampshire finally broke 
led by just one goal they outshot out of. its scoring slump _ in the. 
PC 7 -4 an~ collected 14 ground fourth quarter and began to run 
balls to the Friars eight. .away fromthe Friars. Freshmen 
. The second qaurter was an Mark Botnick netted his third 
. ugly _one for the 'Cats: .P-rovi- · goal at 1:15,of the fourth quarter 
dence outscored UNH in the ff f ·- r B 
second 4-2 to take a 6-5 lead into O a pass rom me mate ruce 
the locker room at .the half. The ; Medd. The 'Cat~ ~ept rollirig, 
·. rurinipg off two consecutive· 
'Cats made some costly mental goals to take a two goal lead. 
mistakes and again got some bad . Defensemen Bruce MacDonald 
pounces. UNH rung the cross · conne€ted with Kevin Growney 
bar and the post twice _in a who fired a shot into the net at 
_ quarter that had the _'cats out- , __ , 2:37. The goal was the second· 
shooting their opponents 12- · of three fast break goals for the 
4. The Friar goalie, Diliberto · 'Cats who are not ·known for 
made · some big stops as he · transistion offense. _ 
collected 10 saves in the half. · · 
· Wildcat goalie Craig Benes Chris Arrix netted the tenth 
had a rather uneventful first half ... goal for ·the wildcats at (5:34 of 
in_aking only three· saves. There the fourth quarter. Arrix was 
was one bright spot in .. the · assistedby_BruceMedd,histhird 
second quarter for the 'Cats. The . of the· gam.e. Things g9t ugly 
powe1; play _which has been less · at that point. Providence scms-::-
than spectacular this year starter ing the game slipping away, 
to prnduce in the last few games. began to get overly physical. 
The 'cats kept the streak going . New Hampshire tookexception 
when Bruce Medd fed Bill Sul- to that fact and started to 
livan in frone.of the PC cage and retaliate. With only two referees : 
Baseball weekend mixed 
•· 
Sullivan zipped a shot p-ast at the game they called many 
Dilibe·rto. Senior . attackmen penalties for retaliation and 
Kevin Growney scored. with 23 · missed the initial foul. 
seconds remaining in the half ·, · . · The b~seball team managed some impressive defense this weekend but still only· took one 
to draw· the 'Cats within one at . UNH was called for. ele.ven 
6_5 . _. _ . . -penalties, five of which were ·o,.....,u,Lt.3,i!o~f..!oth~r!c.!e~e'-.!fl!,.r.!,!o:!!m~C~C~S,!cU~.-~(R~o~n~it!:..:L~-~ar~o~n~e::....P~· h~o~t~ot1.)'.,__ __ -,-------,--------'---_.:_ ___ _ 
UNH came out· quickly in the . in the fourth qua~ter al?ne. The By Bob ·Barr~tt inning, Mike Smith tied the quickly. Siarter Chris Schott 
second half obviously upset --.d~fense an? g?ahe Craig Benes The baseball team won their game at four with an RB.I single, yielded a single ap.d four doubles 
about being ·down by a goal to d1da &ood Job m the second half tenth game of the year this and Scott McDonald drew. a , in the first inning- and the 
what was assumed -to be an allow(ng _only -one power play ._ weekend, but they were also shut bases-loaded walk to put UNH Wildcats trailed 5-:-0 before they 
inferior, opponent. Ma-rk Bot- for Providence. Benes had 7 out twice, 1-0 and 10-0 against -ahead to stay. They padded their ever got up to bat. 
nick knotted the score at 1:56 · second ha.If saves for a game ECACNew England Conference lead in the sev.entlrwith two- "Our pitchers didn't do the 
of the third, with an unassisted ·total of ten. PC scored, at 9:5_0 newcomers, Central Connecticut more runs. McDonald brought _ job for us· on -Sunday," Conner 
goaLoff a beautiful roll dodge. · 0 ~ t~e four th quar~er to draw State University. home the winner when he said. He continued, 'They gave 
The Friars tenacity and chippy with11;1 one, but their~c<?meback The win came on Saturday, reached on an error. \ up too· many runs too early. We 
play payed off for them as the w~s silenced. whe1;1 Senmr Cap- iri game two of a doublehea<;ler. Game one featured the two had to make. a quick pitching 
- d L l _ · ky _ tam Jack Sebastian took one Th w·1d 11 d . 1 f. h · d S d.d ' h score tne-nexttwo-goa.s,tQta e ~-* .• df. _d .,h ~- _1 cats co ~cte - ony 1ve ~ pjtchers. UNH'sJimStevens c _ ange_a~ . weet_ ~ P} av_e 
an 8-6 ad.vantage; UNH kept coast t?. c~ast an u~ a s ot base hits in the game but ·they was the hard luck loser in the I much time to loosen up. -
the pressure on PC beating"them paSt D~~iberto.. _ . managed seven runs with the extra inning ~Hair, but he Swee_t r~lieved Schott_ and 
in grou.nd-ba.lls by 7 ( H ::4 fin ~~--- UNH outshot PC 27-13 and · help of some pqor fielding ~nd alloweci. only six hits. : , kept UNH m the game until the 
the thir~ quarter~ The hustle ~-, had 38 ground balls to the Friars wild pitching by CCSU. ,. "We got two excellent pitch- seventh, when CCSU got four 
by the ~.Gats see~ed to be . 22. UNH did not play very well, · . Joe Teixeira got his fourth· ing -efforts ·this weekend," said m?fe runs. . , 
wearing Providence down and _but still got the victory 11-9. win of the year. He struck out Conner abo1;1t t~e two bigdgh_t ~.e ~ere down..5-0 _right 
gav€ UNH the momentum near The 'Cats take on the Harvard one, walked one and allowed 10 hahders Teixeira and Stevens. away, said Conner, 6ut 1t was 
the end of the third -and ·begin- ··_crimson at 3. pm -Wednesday hits. Freshn~.an Ian Emery was ·"We just couldn't score when a·nine inning game and we had 
n~ng of the fourth quarter. Brian __ at home: Come out and support the lone ~ tldcat to get m~re we · really needed to, and that's plenty of ti.me to P,~ck away. We 
·Quirk g_ ave UNH a.big lift when the team in one of theirlast games. than one hit. He was 2-2 with . what lost us the first game." Just co~ldn t score.. , 
' two RBI' s. The game ended in the eighth. ~um had t~o smgl<:s for the 
~- Leading hitter Benjie Johns when CCSU got to Stevens for W_ildcats while. Kevm Shea, 
got the Wildcats on the board _ two singles and a run scoring Mike Varano,_Emeryam:l~cDo-
in the thfrd inning with a single · double.Jim Lucci and Levin each nald all comrrbuted base htts. 
that scored Mike Levin, who had had singles- to account for With eight games left in the 
_reached on an error. Emery then UNH's only two hits. UNB next_ six days the road isn'·t 
, cracked a double scoring Dan o.t1ly threateped to score one~.- gett1rig anr smoother for · 
Sweet (hit by a pitch) and Johns. In the · fourth -inning a · hit Conner and his team._T~ere are 
Emery was thrown out at third_ batsman and two walks loaded twelve games remarnmg and 
on the play-but the runs stood. the bases with only one out, but . Co!1ner hopes to improve on the 
~ "Emery is $tarting to hit the a pop up and a strike out ended Wild.cats 10-2? mark. 
ball well," said head coach Ted the inning. !3efore hostmg Northeaster~ 
Conner. "He's not hitting like Th · · · •. . · this weekend UNH will play at 
he's a freshmen." . · · _ S de sf~me t~oltea~s ~et.on Plymouth State (today), host 
· · un ay. or a smg e, mne mmng p ·d Th . d d 
T~~iling 4.,3 in the- fifth- . d UNH . f 11 b h. d rov1 ence on urs -ay an . ·-'· . -- game an . · . ~ e · e 10 · th_ey will be at Holy Cross Friday. 
Women's .lax··- falls -short 
By Mike Stinson ' _ ' swapping goals thirteen seconds going into the hal{ _ 
Sometimes the fates are just apart, UNH's · score coming When play resumed the 'Cats 
unkind. For the second corisec- from sophomore Anna Hill on -came out prepared for much 
_utiveg_amethewomen'slacrosse a Kat~y_ Stone assist, the Wild- more action. Senior Karen 
team fell short, losing a heart:- cats e:xploded. - - McBarron stated, '"We felt coin-
breaker to Harvard in the last • The game's n:ex.t five goals fortable with the lead, btit we 
seven seconds, 9-8. came within a s·even minute knew the game w·as nowheie 
The 'Cats, despite a 3-6-1 span, and all belonging to New near over. We knew Harvard 
. record coming into the game, Hampshire. ·-Anne Ensor started wa~-going to be up for the 
· fought Harvard (11-2) for the . the scoring on afree possession second l;ialf." · -
-entire contest. It took that goal at the 13:34 mark. Lynne Abbot · The-Wildcats were the team 
in the final seconds of play to was the big gun during this time, to come out strnng . as Katey · 
give the (:rimson the victory. following up wirh two goals of Stone scored just Jifty-fo-q,r 
. Despite the loss, the UNH her own. Harvard was probably seconds into Jhe ·period, on an -
_ women could walk away with hoping fo.t a reS.t at this point, assist from Liz Brickley. At 'this -
their heads held . high,_ "We but UNH was not finished. Hill point, a._s Stone said, "_Harvard 
. played very well,'' -said senior got her se~ond point of the day woke_up to the fact that.it wasn't . 
A 1 W"ld h h h · Katey -Stone. "We played to the by assisting Karen McBarron's going·to be an easy· .game." • . · one 1 cat cuts t roug t e crowd during Harvard's last . · 1 20 14 T f · · level we were capable." . goa at _: · wenty- ive .se- -Wake_ ·up they ·did, as the 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
second victory over. the women's lacrosse team. (Ronit Larone Harvard opened up the scor- , co·nds later Hill stored on· her Crimson sc'e.r-ed the necx:t two -
photo) --, . '- . \ ing with two goals in tht op- own to make it 6-3. _ to even t~ings at 7 ~ 7. Sto-ne 
' , \ ening period's first six minutes. :Not a team -to lay do":n ~nd agairr.responded to the chal-
.. Despite this s_etback, th~ UNH die, Ha,.,~va.rd-ca,~e,~ac~, sl~~P11hg~": tenge by 's<;o.tj_rig:u,_~~sistep:only 
-~~~ •-~~;Ux~~ . 
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Sports 
UNH ,Crew.team too much for Harvard 
By Adam Fuller_ on their Ivy counterpart. 
Take that, Harvard. "Psychologically, I think we 
Someone forgotto tell the cricked them when we took it 
smaller, less experienc,ed UNH up and, -in the process, took the 
_crew that they were racing a fight out of them," said Rich 
larger squad that has crew Houston, the tireless bowman. 
tradition dating back to the UNH fell behind by a seat in 
-middle ages and a school with the early going, but pulled a few 
an endowment deeper than the . seats ahead by the five hundred 
Persain Gulf. meter mark, only to' have Har-
The New Hampshire crew, vard come back with-a move of 
and their insat!able appetites, their own at the thousand meter 
feasted on the visiting Harvard mark. 
crew as they played unkind hosts "Harvard always makes a 
· to the Crimson this past Sunday_ move there, but we countered 
on the Oyster River. with a move of our own and 
As if the message sent in burned them/' said ·head coach 
recent wins over Temple and Chris• Allsopp, whose crew is 
Columbia wasn't loud enough, off to its best start ever. 
UNH turned the volume up a UNH moved through them 
few decibels when they took at about the twelve hundred 
apart the Harvard crew over the meter mark and never broke 
two thousand meter course arid stride, finessing their way to 
· transmited the message for all the finish at thiry eight strokes 
to hear; they should not be taken a minute, two beats lowet than 
lightly. . the Harvard boat. · 
"I think we have a chance to ,- The boats crossed the line,--
win • the Dad Vails (the na- the Harvard rowers fell atop 
tionals) ", boasted Jeff Philbrick, one another and the N~w ,Hamp-
t he sophomore who rows four . shire crew celebrated. It was 
seat in the all important engine UNH over Harvard, blue and 
room. "We've got a chance and white over maroon and white, 
I think the guys can feel it." state over Ivy,,for all to see. . 
Feel it they can, as they took The New Hampshire second 
The Men's -crew team scored an impressive victory over t e 'Gr1mson of Harvard this wee en : ·~-"'-
. Adam Fuller ~ --
up the cadence and rowed -varsity, racing after_ their vie-
through Harvard with 600 me- · 
ters to go to finish a legnth up .CREWp.26 
Speaking on 
By Richard D' Avolio 
Co-Sports Editor Sports 
, With the pro basebaHseason in full swing and the NBA 
. and NHL -playoffs providing ~xcellent entertainment, pro 
football is probably the last thing in the minds of most sports 
· fans. However, as fast as hockey and basketball will end, the 
autumn will-begin. And with the foliage .comes the pigskin. 
Right now however I am very apprehensive about this coming 
fall. Why? .... Because there is a ,majqr problem within the New 
:England Patriots organization ..... who will play quarterback? 
Let's start with Tony Eason. For the past three seasons he 
.has been in and out of the line up with numerous injuries. 
•:He has had contract difficulties in the past, holding out last 
;season and disrupting the team. And we can't forget Jo~n 
Hannah's analysis of Eason, saying he should wear a skirt 
if he wants to fall to the ground the minute a pass rush is· 
made. I can't agre'e more with Hannah, it's just a shame it 
took so long for someone like Hannah to publicly announce 
this. Tony Eason is not the quarterback for the Patriots. He 
hasn't done it before arid he will never do it. . 
Steve Grogan is a man you have to· have the utmost respect 
for. Half crippled, with a pinched nerve in his neck and banged . 
up knees he brought' the Pats to the Super Bowl in 86, and 
c::ontinued to win big games for us last year when he wasn't 
· hurt.Unlike someone else we _know, Grogan stands in the 
; pocket while huge D-linemen are tearing off his shirt. He • 
\ is a true competitor, and a winner in every sense of the word, 
1 
but how much longer can he last? ·Berry has already announced 
· Grogan is next year's starter, but he is old and hurt, so what 
; type oLassurance is that. No offense Steve, but i0 time to 
1 retire. _ · . ,.... . -
Tom Ramsey had his chance last sear to perform and quite 
frankly · he didn't cut the mustard. He definitely has tht: talent 
but does he have the mentality? It seemed last year when he 
went bad, he. went BAD. Ramsey is like a hockey gooalie when 
he'_s hot he is on, when he's cold the whole team suffers. 
Fourth and finally Dqug Flutie. A Heismsan Trophy recipil:nt, 
a scrambling quarterback ·with a very strong arm and amazing 
all around athletic ability. The problem here is not with Flutie 
or his forever controversial height, but with Raymond Berry. 
! He simply doesn't like Flutie's play. W~ile Flut!e was fi~ishing 
college, Berry made a remark that he dtd not hke Doug s style 
• of 1play. When he was forced to play Flutie in the scab game, 
Flutie made him eat his words. It's time for Berry to smarten 
up and give the ."Little_ Big Man," f_rom B.C. the. green lig~t 
for the opening game. By giving Flutie this freedom he will 
be able to perform some of that magic which put B.C. on the 
map.forever. Maybe he can finally put the Pats on the map. 
_ He is a proven winQer. It's time to use him Raymond. 
Men's lacrosse t9ps PC 
By Ward D. Fraser 
The men's lax team picked 
up their third win of this rather 
disappointing season on Sat-
urday. The 'cats scored four 
- goals in the fourth quarter to 
beat the Friars of Providence 
College 11-9 in a come from 
behind win. PC opened the 
scoring at 2:00 of the first, while 
UNH'S defense was unorgan-
ized and unsettled. 
This year it seems that most . 
of New Hampshire's oppom;nts 
·_ capitilize Q_n every mistake made , 
by the 'Cats. Whereas the Wild-
cats have recieved very few 
breaks, constantly hittirig the 
. post, just missing wide open 
nets with a q.eflected pass, or 
a ball just bouncing to an opeq. 
opponent in front of the net has 
been a common occurence. 
UNH got right back into the 
game scoring two goals just 22 
seconds apart. Sophomore at-
tackman Will Newbold netted 
the first UNH goal when he 
collected a pass from junior 
Frank Fiore off a fast break. ThP 
goal came at 4:21 of the first 
quarter. New Hampshire scored 
just 22 seconds later as attack-
man Mark Botnick hit an open 
Brian Quirk who scored his first 
· of two goals in the game. The 
'cats netted their third consec-
utive score at 6:20 of the first 
quarter. Freshmen Tim Vetrano 
assisted fellow freshmen Mark 
Bo.tnick, as . Botnick sent ~ 
bounce shot past PC goalie. · 
Botnick was the high scorer 
MEN'S LAX p. 27 
UNH-laxmen in front of the Providence goal, a familiar sight in Saturday's conie from behind 
victory. (Ronit Larone photo) 
